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Family Weekend
October 27-29

The annual tradition of Family W eekend continu es when parents and
extended family m embers are invited to visit campus and participate in a
variety of ac tivities. The spotlight will be on current students as Family
W eekend showcases students in the classroom, lab , and studio as w ell in athletic com.petition and musical perform.ances. This special w eekend offers
activities and entertainm.ent for fa mily m embers of all ages.
On Friday, O ctober 27, parents are encouraged to attend classes with
their stud ents to see a Lawrence education in action. That evening,
" ~ro und th e World in 50 Minutes" will be performed by the C oncert
1
C hoir and C ho rale.
Saturday, O ctober 28, w ill begin with an address by President W arch,
followed by a question-and-answer session that has become a favorite
opp ortunity for parents and other family members to hear an update on
campus life. Parents w ill be encouraged to attend mini-courses and informati onal panels offered by Lawrence fac ul ty members, w hile siblings participate in age-a ppropriate activities such as a cartoon breakfas t, H allowee n
m ask-making, R ecrea tion Center gam es, or campus to urs. The Lawrence
Vikings football team will ho t the Fighting Scots of M onmouth College at
the Banta B owl on Saturday afternoon.
Scheduled event fo r Sa turday evening include a Wind Ensemble
co ncert, a comedian/ musician for yo unger fa mily members, and recrea tional activities fo r older siblings .
M ore information on Farnily W ee kend is availabl e fi-om. the D ean of
Students Office at 920-832-6596.

Address correspondence to:
Lawrwce T oda y
Lawrence University
P .O . Box 599
Appleton, WI 54912-0599
920-832-6586
Fax: 920-832-6783
Offi ce of Alumni Relations
(address as above)
920-832-6549
Fax: 920-832-6784
Alumni@lawrence.edu
http :/ / www.lawrence.edu
Special th anks to I mage Studios for
providing photograph y for this issue.

Lawrence T oday (U PS 012-683) is
published quarte rly in M arch, June,
Septe mber, and D ecember by Lawrence
Uni ve rsity, Offi ce of Publi c Affa irs,
Appl eto n, Wisco nsin 54911 . Periodical
postage paid at Appleton, Wisconsin, and
additional mailing offices.
POST MASTER:
Send address changes to L<lll;rence T oday,
Lawrence University, 115 South Drew
Street, Appleton , W T 54911-5798.
Articles are expressly the opinions of the
authors and do not necessaril y represent
official university policy. W e reserve th e
right to edit correspo ndence fo r length
and acc uracy.
Lawrence University promotes equal
opportunity for all.
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On the cover
Dedicated in April, the John G. Strange Student
Conu11ons in Main Hall provides a place for
students and faculty members (including Professor
of History Michael Hittle, center left) to gather for
conversation, study, or relaxation. See page 3 for the
story and another photo.
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n April 30, Professor
Gladys Ives Brainard
was honored by a
pecial piano recital
performed by Michael
Kim, assistant professor
of music, at which a new Steinway
piano, gift ofRobert A. Dickens, '63,
was dedicated in her name. In our
Fall 1999 issue, Lawrence Today
solicited reminiscences and memories
of Professor Brainard, who taught
piano in the Conservatory of Music
from 1919 to 1951 and continued as
a private tutor until 1961. Following
· are some of the com.ments from
alumni and others that were received
in response to that call:

Uncanny perception
I have heard stories of Brainard's
harshness with conservatory students,
specifically her ability to reduce both
boys and girls to tears. Perhaps that
happened. I can only say she never
did that to me. She could scold, and
did, but it was never vicious .
. .. [O]ur sessions were usually
pleasant, though her sometimes
uncanny perception could be
unnerving. Like the time she wandered out of the room while I was
playing and suddenly called to me
fi·om the living room (25 feet
distant): "You played that A-flat
with your third finger instead of
your fourth." I had.

Bp. Michael Bent
Appleton, Wisconsin
Cardboard keyboard
It would appear that Miss Brainard
wanted to demonstrate that piano
could be taught to very young
students. When this opportunity
presented itself, my parents, who
were both products of the Lawrence
Conservatory of Music, signed me
up. This was in the mid-1920s,
when I was probably in the first,
second, or third grade.
I was taken to the recital hall in
the old conservatory building, along
with a number of other young
hopefuls, for group piano lessons.
We were each issued a cardboard
keyboard on which we were to
practice until our turn came, when
we mounted the stage and sat at the
huge Steinway grand. That cardboard keyboard resided in the bottom of our piano bench until a few
years ago, when we sold the piano.

Clark E. Nixon, '3 9
Sanibel, Florida
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Intense concentration
Although eccentric, Miss Brainard
was the finest teacher I have ever
had in any subject and, while easily
irritated by people she did not like,
she had great patience with her
pupils - even me, though it was
necessary for me to relearn the piano
from scratch. The intensity of her
commitment to teaching is illustrated
by the many times my lesson, commencing in the middle of the afternoon, would continue for three or
four hours. Miss Brainard would be
so involved in teaching that she
would be oblivious to the growing
darkness. One didn't want to interrupt her concentration by asking that
a lamp be turned on so you could
see the music - after all, you were
supposed to be memorizing everything.

Stephen]. Rohde, C '63
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Quick response
It was at one of my regular lessons
that I had one of many extraordinary
meetings with "Gladie," as I privately called her. I noticed she was
having a bit of difficulty with the
scarves that covered her upper torso.
Evidently they were not fitting comfortably around her neck. Suddenly
they dropped to her waist. There she
was, bare as a newborn babe from
the waist up. Now what was I to
do? Her black jacket wouldn't cover
her adequately. I surely couldn't pretend I hadn't noticed the situation,
not did I feel I should mention the
obvious. However, someone should
say something.
I shouldn't have feared. My
august teacher was at the ready.
Without hesitation, she looked
directly at me and shouted out, ''I'm
not a virgin, you know." Whereupon she tied the loose ends
together, tucked the scarves under
her skirt, and continued the lesson.

George Larsen, C '49
Sister Bay, Wisconsin

Teaching and tirades
Gladys Brainard did more for me
than any other music teacher I ever
had, and I have many memories of
the excellent instruction she gave me
as well as the tirades I received when
I didn't practice enough. It was the
three best years of piano instruction
I ever received. Thanks to her, I
continue to teach in her m~mory.

James H. Westerhouse
Manassas, Virginia
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New humanities
commons named
for John G. Strange
A common room by dictionary
definition, i "a room, especially in
a school or college, where students
or teachers can sit together and talk
when they are not working."
Lawrence has a new one, and it is
located just inside the north door of
' in what until recently
Main Hall,
was called the Alumni Room.
Made possible by a gift from
Mary A. Strange and named for her
late husband, the J ohn G. Strange
Student Commons serves the students
and faculty of the humanities disciplines housed in Main Hall: classics,
East Asian languages and cultures,
English, French, German, history,
philosophy, religious studies, Russian,
and Spanish. In addition to being
a place to "sit together and talk," the
room, which has been completely
refurbished, also offers two computer
workstations and a comfortable
study area.
Lawrence has created comparable
student spaces in two recently constructed buildings - Shattuck and
Briggs Halls - and they will be
included as well in the science
building scheduled for completion
in a few months . The creation of
a student commons in Main Hall
extends this pattern into the college's
oldest building and will serve to
make Main Hall a "home" for
students beyond attendance in classes
and visits to faculty members in their
offices.
The student commons is part
of an ambitious plan to refurbish
Main Hall, a process that began last
sununer with the renovation of classrooms and offices on the fourth floor
and will continue with the installation of a humanities computing
facility this summer. These and
future enhancem.ents will give Main
Hall a complete 21st-century

With family members looking on, Mary A Strange cuts the ribbon to officially open the John G.
Strange Student Commons in Main Hall. Also participating in the April ceremony were (from left):
Peter D. Strange, J. David Strange, Corrie Strange, President Richard Warch, John M. Strange,
Shirley Strange, and Mary Alsted Strange, all of whom are identified in the accompanying article.

makeover by the year 2002.
"We are grateful for the generosity of Mary Strange and pleased
to have worked with her to create
this fine memorial," says President
Richard Warch. "John Strange is
one of the college's most distinguished graduates and someone I am
proud to count as a friend and mentor. John loved the humanities,
especially history; relished intellectual
endeavor and conversation; and
evidenced a keen interest in
Lawrence students throughout his
service on the Board of Trustees. I
can imagine no more fitting tribute
to this loyal alumnu , counselor, and
friend of the college than this attractive and useful facility."
John G. Strange majored in
history at Lawrence and graduated
summa cum laude in 1932. He joined

the Institute of Paper Chemistry in
Appleton and served successively as
its secretary, treasurer, and vicepresident. He became president of
the IPC in 1955, a post he held with
distinction until his retirement in
1972.
A member of the Lawrence
Board of Trustees for over 50 years,
he received the honorary degree
Doctor of Science in 1975. Last
year he was inducted posthumously
into the Paper Industry International
Hall of Fame (Lawrence Today,
Winter 1999) in recognition of his
contributions to the research and
development uccesses of the paper
industry.
A dedication for the Strange
Student Commons was held on
April 7, with Mary Strange; her son,
Peter A. Strange; son and daughter-
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in-law, J. David, '73, and Shirley
Strange; daughter, Mary Alsted
Strange, '62; and grandson and his
wife, John M. and Corrie Strange in
attendance. LT

NSF grant
supports physics
computational
prog ram
A highly regarded Lawrence University initiative aimed at developing
skills in the use of sophisticated computational techniques for problemsolving in physics has been rewarded
with a $177,026 grant from the
National Science Foundation.
The grant will support the conversion of Lawrence's accumulated
instructional materials in compu tational physics into publishable form
available for use at other institutions.
Over the past 15 years, more than a
dozen physics majors have collaborated with David Cook, professor of
physics and the Philetus E. Sawyer
Professor of Science, in writing the
curricular materials.
In collaboration with comn1.ercial publisher Brooks-Cole, Cook is
converting Lawrence's well-tested
educational resources into a flexible
group of modules that can be readily
customized to fit other institutions'
curricula or available computer hardware and software. Beginning in the
summer of 2001, Lawrence will host
a series of workshops for physics
professors from around the country
to unveil the instructional materials.
"Despite the importance of
computation to nearly every area of
modern physics, very few undergraduate physics programs make
extensive use of computing at the
intermediate and advanced levels,"
Cook says. "Lawrence's physics program has been an exception to that
approach. We've led the way in
integrating computers into all aspects
of our curriculum."
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Since 1987, Lawrence's physics
education initiative has received
nearly $2 million in grants from
national foundations, private businesses, and other sources, and has
been hailed repeatedly as a model for
other colleges and universities to
emulate (Lawrence Today, Spring
1999). LT

+

http:/ / www.lawrence.edu/ dept/
physics

Tw o LU profs get
Fulbright nod
Geology A
Lawrence expert
on mountainbuilding
processes has
been awarded a
$21,000 grant
by the Fulbright
Scholar Program
to conduct field research in Norway.
Marcia Bjornerud, associate professor of geology, received one of
three open awards available for study
in Norway through the Council for
International Exchange of Scholars
(CIES), which administers the Fulbright Scholar Program for U.S. faculty members and professionals. Her
project was selected from research
proposals submitted in disciplines
ranging from the sciences to the fine
arts .
Fulbright grants are generally
awarded for six-month periods, but
Bjornerud will extend her stay to a
full year beginning in July to take
advantage of Norway's long summer
days to carry out field work.
A specialist in tectonics and
structural geology, she will investigate the role fluids play in fault zones
at different crustal levels and their
impact on the processes that occur in
seismic events (earthquakes) and the
formation of mountains. She will
work in cooperation with scientists

from the Geological Institute at the
University of Oslo on exposed rock
complexes on the island of Holsn0y
in western Norway.
Bjornerud is a member of the
editorial board of the Journal of Ceoscience Education, author of the book
Guide to the Blue Planet, and contributor of an essay, "Natural Science,
Natural Resources, and the Nature
of Nature" in the book The Earth
Around Us. A member of the
Lawrence faculty since 1995, she
earned her bachelor's degree in geophysics at the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis and the Ph.D.
in geology at the University of
Wiscon in-Madison.
Government
For the second
time in six years,
Professor of
Government
Lawrence Longley has been
recognized with
a distinguished
lectureship appointment by the
Fulbright Scholar Program: the
2000-01 Thomas Jefferson Distinguished Chair at Nijmegen University
in the Netherlands.
The Jefferson Chair is considered
among the most prestigious appointments in the Fulbright Scholar
program worldwide.
Longley spent the 1994-95
academic year as the Fulbright
Commission John Marshall Chair
in Political Science at the Budapest
University ofEconomics in Hungary. During that appointment, he
delivered nearly three dozen lectures
in 17 different cities.
A member of the Lawrence
faculty since 1965, Longley is a
leading national authority on the
electoral college and presidential
elections. He is the author or coauthor of more than 100 books and
studies of politics and political institutions, including The Electoral
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College Primer 2000 and Th e People's
Presidw t, both published by Yale
University Pre s. R.P

Study of residential
life nears completion
The w ork of the T ask Force on
R esidential Life has entered its fin al
phase, and it is expected that a final
report w ith recommendations on
housing, food service, and ca mpus
life will be presented to the Board
of Tru stees for consideratio n in
O ctober.
During the spring, the T ask
Force completed the last segment
of a yea r-long inform.ation-gathering
exercise that involved current students, parents, fac ul ty and staff,
alumni , and trustee . A series of
listening session was held in M arch
with alumni groups in the Fox
Cities, Chicago , M adison, and Milw aukee. A previous listening ses ion
had been conducted with the T w in
Cities alumni club in D ecember.
The listening sessions provided
the T a k Force with an opportunity
to engage in a seri es of discu sions
with alumni about residential life at
Lawrence and to answer qu estions
about the w ork of the T ask Force .
The benefits of the residential nature
of the college, the importance of
supporting student groups and organizations , and possible improvements
in residential facilities and services
w ere among the topics discussed.
The alumni listening sessions
were but one of many venu e
through which the T ask Force
received comment on residential life
at the college. As the study got
underway, the T ask Force interviewed individu al students, small
group of students, and representative of campus orga nizations; spoke
with fac ulty, staff, and trustees; and
held several open fo rums. Parents
al o provided opinions and id eas to
the T ask Force at a fo cus group held

Arts Academy program gets a boost
from Mr. Holland
The Lawrence Arts Academy has been
awarded a special projects grant by the
Mr. Holland 's Opus Foundation for its
Enriched Instrumental Instruction (Ell) for
Hmong Children program. The grant will
be used for the acquisition of additional
instruments.
Started in 1991, the Ell program
recruits school-age Hmong students from
the Appleton Area School District and provides them with music instruction and
preparation for school band programs
(Lawrence Today, Spring 1997). The sixweek summer program includes introdoctory lessons for groups of 4-6 beginners
and private lessons for some instruments
and culminates with an annual concert in
July. Since its inception, the program has
grown to an enrollment of nearly 100 students each summer.

during Family W eekend in O ctober 1999. Written opinion surveys
were distributed on campus during
T erm I. The student survey
received a response of 604, providing a "snapshot" of the thinking of
just over half the students in residence at Lawrence (http :// www .
lawrence.edu / taskforce/ reslife/
urvey.shtml).
As part of its initial resea rch ,
the T ask Force also gathered

"This grant enables us to own our
instruments and not have to worry about
covering annual rental costs," says Caroline
Brandenberger, artistic director of the
Arts Academy. "We've had such a positive response from the children and their
families to this program. The students
are making great strides musically, and
many of them are pursuing their musical
interests through their school band programs, often as principal chairs.
"More important, we've seen many
of our students approach other aspects
of their school experiences with greater
self-confidence," Brandenberger adds.
LT

+

http://www.lawrence .edu/
community/luaa .shtml

comparative information on w here
Lawrence stands in terms of
housing, food services, and related
matters, conducting site visits to
Ripon, St. Norbert, Grinnell,
M acalester, C arleton , and St. Olaf
C olleges. These site visits provided
the T ask Force w ith inform ation
on a va riety of residential m odels
and practices.
All of this input has been used
by the T a k Force to inform it
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thinking and begin the process of
drafting recommendations for the
Trustees' consideration. In April, the
Task Force held two open meetings
on campus and issued a general call
for comment to solicit reaction to
various ideas and proposals under
examination (http:/ / www.lawrence.
edu/ taskforce/ reslife/ invite_to_comment.shtml).
Members of the Task Force
would like to express their appreciation to all alumni who participated
in the listening sessions and to those
who have written or emailed the
Task Force with their comments.
The Task Force continues to
welcome additional feedback, and
alumni are encouraged to contact
either of the co-chairs, Nancy
True dell and Michael Orr, or
Jeffrey Riester '70, trustee liaison to
the Task Force. Updates on the
work in progress have been posted
regularly and are still available on the
Task Force's website at www.lawrence.
edu/taskforce/reslife/index.shtm1. SB

Professor, graduate
w1n competition
Pianist Anthony
Padilla, assistant
professor of
music, shared
top honors in
the 2000
Concert Artists
Guild Competition with bassbaritone Mark
Uh1m.ann, '96. Padilla and Uhlmann
were named co-recipients of the
Nathan Wedeen Award as the top
performers among 12 finalists in the
competition held in New York City
in February.
In addition to the W edeen
Award, Padilla was awarded the
Cascade Festival Prixe, which
includes a concerto performance at
the 2001 Cascade Festival of Music
in Bend, Oregon, and received a
500 cash prize from WQXR-FM,
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the radio station
of the New York
Times.
Padilla has
been a faculty
member in
the Lawrence
University
Conservatory
of Music since 1997. Uhlemann
graduated from Lawrence in 1996
and made his Metropolitan Opera
debut last fall. LT

+

http :! /www .lawrence.edu /
conservatory / bios/ padilla.shtml

Jazz Ensemble gets
upbeat news from
Down Beat
The Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble ha been cited as the best in
the country by Down Beat magazine.
Known as LUJE, the 21-member jazz ensemble was named cowinner in the college division of the
Jazz Big Band category in the magazine's 23rd annual student music
awards contest. Winners of the
awards - known as "DBs" - are
considered to have received the
highest honor accorded college and
high school music students. This
year's winners were announced in
the magazine's June edition.
The big band DB was
Lawrence's ninth award overall and
fifth in the past seven years. LUJE
also was Lawrence' fir t DB recipient, earning an "outstanding performance" award in 1985.
"This has been an exciting year
for the band," says Ken Schaphorst,
director of jazz studies at Lawrence,
"from our performance with Kevin
Mahogany atJazz Weekend to our
trip to South Bend for the Notre
Dame Jazz Festival. To finish such a
busy and productive year with this
kind of national recognition is
extremely gratifying."

The 2000 Down Beat awards had
a distinct Lawrence flavor to them.
LUJE shared the college division jazz
big band award with the jazz ensemble frorn the Eastman School of
Music, which is directed by Fred
Sturm, '73 (Lawrence Today, Spring
2000), who founded Lawrence 's jazz
studies department in 1977 and
directed it for 14 years.
Javier Arau, a 1998 graduate and
two-6me DB winner while a student
at Lawrence, earned two more individual awards in the latest competition.
Currently a graduate student at the
New England Conservatory, Arau
was named the college division winner
in both the jazz arrangement and
original composition categories.
The Down Beat award con1es on
the heels of an "outstanding rating"
- the top available mark - LUJE
earned earlier this spring at the 42nd
annual University of Notre Dame
Collegiate Jazz Festival, which
attracted ten of the best jazz ensembles
in the country.
A composer and arranger,
Schaphorst has directed Lawrence's
jazz studies department since 1991.
He has released five CDs of jazz and
big band music, including 1999's
"Purple," which drew critical
acclaim fron1. reviewers across the
country. The recipient of a 1997
Artist Fellowship Award from the
Wisconsin Arts Board, Schaphorst
earned his Doctor of Musical Arts
degree at Boston University. LT

+ http :! /www .lawrence.edu /
conservatory /jazz/

Parlez-vous tattoos?
Judith Sarnecki, associate professor
of French, says that a correlation
exists between the increased mainstream use of tattoo in today's culture
and a psychological need to deal
with traumatic or life-threatening
experiences. Professor Sarnecki is a

INSIDE

faculty advisor to Lawrence's program in gender studies, and her
research interests range from 20thcentury French literature to women
authors to gender issues.
Summarizing three years of
research centered on tattoo parlors in
Seattle and San Francisco, along with
dozens of interviews with people
who have tattoos, Sarnecki says:
"Tattoos call out to be read and
understood on their own tem1s. As a
society, I suggest we have a lot of
reading to do."
Interest in Professor Sarnecki's
tattoo research is high in both scholarly circles and the media. She has
presented invited papers on the subject at the International Narrative
Conference at Dartmouth College
and two Midwest Modern Language
Association meetings and has been
written about in the Appleton PostCrescent, the Chicago Tribune, and the
HealthScout website and interviewed
on radio stations WMMM in
Madison, WOC in Davenport,
Iowa, and WNYC in New York
City (public radio affiliate). LT
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About the arts The Lawrence Club of the Fox Valley and the Lawrence University Career Center collaborated in April to present an Arts Symposium t hat
brought together alumni and students to explore the career field of arts administration. Alumni members of the panel, which was moderated by Fred Ga ines,
the James G. and Ethel Barber Professor of Theatre and Drama, included (from
left): Helen Dunbeck, '58, director of administration, Museum of Contemporary

+

http:/ /www.healthscout.com

Art, Chicago; David Hawkanson, '69, managing director of the Guthrie Theater,
Minneapolis; Susan Chandler, C '79, director of development and public re lations, Arts Midwest, Minneapolis; Elise Brunnell , '93 , general manager, Mixed

Among the emeriti
Organ works
An organ recital celebrating the 80th
birthday of Miriam Duncan, professor
emerita of music, was held on October 8 at the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel.
Tom Froehlich, C '74, who
studied under Professor Duncan,
performed the commemorative
concert on Lawrence's Brombaugh
tracker organ, Opus 33. Froehlich,
who spent three years of postgraduate
study in France with Marie-Claire
Alain, has been organist at the First
Presbyterian Church in Dallas,
Texas, since 1977.
Professor Duncan retired in
1985 after a distinguished 36-year
teaching career in the Conservatory

Blood Theatre, Minneapolis; and Susan Medak, '76, managing director, Berkeley
Repertory Theatre, Berkeley, Ca lif. The day concluded with attendance at a
performance of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream by a traveling
company of the Guthrie Theater.

of Music. In addition to her role as
university organist she served as
organist for several Fox Valley area
churches.

Suite for Organ, by Robert Below,
professor emeritus of music, has been
published by the Augsburg Fortress
publishing house of Minneapolis.
The work was commissioned by the
Lawrence chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia for the Brombaugh organ
and was given its first performance
by George Damp, university organist,
in February 1996.

Two other Below compositions
have been heard in performance
recently: Urbs Beata at the Cathedral
of St. John in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and at an American Guild
of Organists conference in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and Forest Green at an
AGO program at St. Paul Lutheran
Church in Albuquerque.
Professor Below, who moved to
Albuquerque in 1997, following his
retirement fi-om Lawrence in 1996,
is currently composing a setting of
Episcopal service music for a parish
there. LT
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Lawrence's
Watson
Fellows

By Gordon Brown

here used to be something called the Grand
Tour. Popular in the
18th and 19th centuries among young ·
aristocratic Europeans,
its stated purpose was
continuing education; in
practice it tended to look more
like sightseeing. Most educated young
•

men took a Grand Tour. It later became fashionable for young
women, too, and a trip to admire the ruins and monuments of
Italy with a spinster aunt as chaperone became part of a proper
lady's education. The American tourists skewered by Mark
Twa in in Innocents Abroad were on a similar quest in search of
knowledge and souvenirs.
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All of which has very little to do with the Thomas
]. Watson Fellowship program. Time have changed,
and about the only thing Watson Fellows have in common with the Grand Tourists is that they travel abroad
soon after college graduation. The thing to note about
Watson Fellows- especially the 56 from Lawrenceis that they were exceptional people when they were
awarded the Watson Fellowship and they still are today,
as many as 30 years after experiencing the Watson wanderjahr.
Lawrence has had at least one tudent accepted for
a Watson Fellowship every year (with only two exceptions) since the program began in 1968 and is among the
top 15 of the 75 schools that have ever produced Watson Fellows.
The most recent Lawrentian Fellows studied
Mrican-influenced music and dance in Bolivia, Peru,
and Haiti (Kathleen Noss, '99) and Buddhist pilgrimages
to Chinese holy sites in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
and Singapore Qustin R. Ritzinger, '99).
As for the rest, here are some of
their stories.

It was the

day in 1970

when applications were due for
Lawrence's third set of Watson
Fellowship candidates. David Jones,
'71, was hailed in the Union Grill by
Professor ofEnglish Herbert Tjossem,
who said he thought Jones should
apply for the Watson. "When I
demurred," Jones says, "claiming true
and total ignorance of the program,
Mr. Tjossem clucked in his most
amused manner and told me he
thought the Watson would be perfect
for the likes of me (a person with a
future as lightly planned as mine).
'But where would I go?' I asked Jones, '71
him. 'What would I do?'
'Dream the big dream,' he said. 'What would that be?'
'I think I'd want to go to Wales and write,' I said. 'I'd
want to go and find out what my writing was made of."'
And so he did, spending the year in the Welsh village of
Fishguard, living and writing in a huge attic room behind a
large oval window overlooking the River Gwaun - a
window behind which Oliver Goldsmith was said to have to
done some of his writing.
Today, Jones is production director of the alternative
newspaper Chicago Reader. "I work with many intelligent
and artistic people putting together a publication that, even
in my giddiest Watson days, would have made me (mostly)
proud." he says. "It is my job to give these writers and artists

Licata, '75, with Thomas J. Watson, Jr.

the space in which they can do their best
stuff. And get paid. In a way, I guess
that's what the Watson wandeljahr was
supposed to do, too."
Tackling "The Ethos of Sport" as hi
Watson topic, Steve Licata, '75,
went to West Germany, East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Italy, and England to
survey people's attitudes toward competition in a socialist society (East Germany), contrasted to West Germany
and England. In the process, he talked
his way onto the field to work out with
a (mostly American) professional baseball team in Italy, played tennis for
Oxford University against Queens
College of London through the connivance of classmate and Rhodes
Scholar Jim Merrell, '75, jumped out of airplanes with a
sky-diving club in Kent, and witnessed the Winter
Olympics in Innsbri.ick and tennis at Wimbledon.
Today, Licata is an assistant disttict attorney for Milwaukee
County. In 1989, he took a leave from that position to serve
for two years as executive director of the Thomas]. Wat. on
Foundation. In that capacity, he interviewed national finalists
for the fellowships, selected the recipients, and monitored the
progress of the Fellows already in the field (all executive
directors of the Watson Foundation are fonner Fellows, setving
similar terms).
In August 1990, little more than a year after the massacre at
Tiananmen Square, Eva Nell, C '88, anived in China to
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Nell, C '88

begin a study of the migration of Buddhism along the Silk
Road. That research already had taken her to Pakistan and
would later steer her wandering feet through Taiwan,
Korea, Japan, India, Nepal, Myanmar, Thailand, and
Indone ia. Along the way, she urvived encounters with
bureaucracy, both military and civil, and learned much
about both migration and Buddhism.
Still, she says, "The Watson experience is not about conclusive answers; it is about posing questions, exploring issues
dear to one's heart, and learning to live with the inconclusive, with contradictions and imperfections while continuing
to aspire for something that reaches beyond the commonly
accepted limitations of conventional life."
Today, having moved, she says, "fi·om Buddhism to
banking" (and recently fi·om London to Tokyo), Nell, a flute
major at Lawrence, is directing the formation of a new jointventure company for the asset-management division of a
global banking corporation, after successe as a corporate
banker and an international financial analy t.

The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship
was created "to give college graduates of unusual promise
the freedom to engage in a year of independent study and
travel abroad following their graduation."
The Fellowships provide that fi·eedom with a grant of
$22,000 to each recipient ($31 ,000 to those who will be
accompanied by a spou e or dependent child) and by assuming
one year's worth of the Fellow's federally guaranteed student
loan payments. To date, the Thoma J. Watson Foundation
has awarded over 2,000 fellow hips with stipends totaling
over $23 million.
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Freed from the most common financial burdens besetting
recent graduates, Watson Fellows have an unprecedented
opportunity to dream the big dream, to travel, and to pursue
knowledge in fields that may or may not be related to their
undergraduate majors or their planned careers.
In return for that freedmh, Fellows promise to abide by
certain ground rules . They must maintain contact with the
Foundation during their year abroad . They are expected to
submit quarterly progress reports as well as a final evaluation
of the year and an accounting of how they spent Foundation
funds. The Fellowship is taxable and must be reported as
income. Fellows must remain outside the Uruted States (or
their home country) throughout the fellowship period.
"Although it was rare," former executive director Licata
remembers, "to see Watson Fellowship finalists who were
not fine students, the criteria for selection did not usually rest
on academic record. Far more important was the appraisal of
one's potential for leadership and creativity within a chosen
field, the demonstrated commitment to a particular field or
interest, the viability and credibility of the project and one's
ability to carry it out, and the evaluation of how personally
meaningful it would be to a particular individual to be able
to pursue a particular topic."
Much of what makes the Watson program literally
unique, Licata adds, "stems from Mr. Watson's express directive that we were to find people to whom the Fellowship
would really mean something- a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to test oneself and contribute in a meaningful way to
society in a chosen field."
When you ask the Fellows of the past 30-some years
whether there is any connection between their Watson
experience and their current occupations and interests, the
answers vary from "Absolutely" to "Well, sort of."
Sometimes the connection is easy to see. Michael Lofton,
'76, wanted to study opera management- at a time when
the field of arts administration barely existed. "I was fascinated by the day-to-day, nitty-gritty of running a company,
so I set about installing myself at the English National
Opera, Scottish Opera, and Kent Opera, attending
rehear. als and interviewing people in departments ranging
fi·om accounting to wardrobe .
"I learned," Lofton says, "how accommodating people
can be when confronted with a 21-year-old who is curious
about what they do in life."
He also learned that a 21-year-old with sufficient nerve
can go almost anywhere: "During intervals at the Philharmonie in Berlin, l promenaded with insouciance in my jeans
amid furs, tuxes, and diamonds and began to feel what
petformers feel uniquely: a sense of being at home in any
theatre or concert hall."
Today Lofton, a much-acclaimed baritone, i a regular
performer in opera, on the concert stage, and in musical theatre. "1 often find myself in the bowels of some theatre," he

recalls, "and am all too familiar with nitty-gritty undertakings
of an arts company. However, it is my wife, Margi BriggsLofton, '76, with a resume that includes the American Ballet
Theatre, Dance Theatre of Harlem, and the New Victory
Theatre, who is the arts administrator in the family."
Sometimes the connection lies just below the surface. To
study "Government Policy Toward Working Women,"
Cynthia Estlund, '78, traveled to Sweden, known to be
a model of government programs for working parents.
"[ learned that the programs worked very well for most
people (though there were some surprising rigidities) and that
the political, cultural, and historical conditions in which these
extensive and expensive Swedish programs were established
were unique and quite fascinating. I've made a great deal of
use of the insights gained into the nature of social democracy.
At the moment I'm working on a paper on "Work and the
Family" that indirectly draws on some of those insights."
Today Estlund is a law professor at Columbia University.
"To look at my resume," she says, "it might look as if
the Watson was just a blip. I had been admitted to Yale Law

If the Watson Foundation were to contact you
today and offer the same deal -

a one-year

Wanderjahr in places of your choice studying
a topic of your devising- what would you do,
or not do, differently?

I would seek contact with the local people,
share daily life, however modest their circum stances might be, cherish their hospitality,
adapt to their customs, and aim to become a
fully integ rated member of their community,
even if only for a short period of time.

II

-Eva Nell, C '88
I would double my risk, therefore doubling
both my mistakes and my successes .

-

II

Resli Costabe/1, '85

The only thing I wish I had done differently (at
least from my current perspective as a working
academic) was to pursue the project more
energetica lly and to have more of a written
product to show for it. But then it probably
wou ld have been less of a life-chang ing experience in other ways .

-

II

Cynthia L. Estlund, '78

Estlund, '78
School before leaving, and I returned two years later to start
at Yale. But, in my own sense of myself, it was a major
enrichment and enhancement of my mental and physical
landscape."
Other times, the Watson experience leads away in new
directions. John Montgomery, '76, was a biology major
who played folk music in the Union coffeehouse and
cultivated a love of things French (thanks in part, he says,
to Professor Gervais Reed). For his Watson research he

proposed to "inunerse myself ethnomusically in the folk
traditions of France."
Armed with tape recorder, camera, notebooks, and the
Watson Foundation's money, he arrived in France in the fall
of 1977 and quickly confirmed his £1scination with the
French and their folk traditions.
"In particular," Montgoinery says, "I was taken by one
of their most typical and un-American musical instruments,
the hurdy-gurdy. [ met two brothers who were makers of
these bagpipe-sounding stringed instruments and began an
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What would you do differently?
I would be less safe . I would spend
more time doing things , seeing things,
meeting peop le and less time being
concerned about my personal comfort.
I wouldn't care so much about how or
where I slept, or what or when I ate,
or what was to come after the Watson
year. I would, as in all things, simply try
to stay in the moment .

II

Michael J. Lofton, '75

-

I would go to one place- probably
rural Latin America- and stay as long
as possible . "
- Mark A. R. Facknitz, '73
I probably would do a little less ,trave l-

Zabawa, '93

The one-time biology major has now practiced his trade
for almost 22 years, having sought additional training in a
violin-making school and with a restorer in New York.

ing and perhaps try to spend more time
actua lly coaching in some of the places
I went . But, then again, I was 22 years
old when I went on the Watson, and
the opportunity to travel extens ively
was irresistible .

II

-

Steven V Licata, '75

informal apprenticeship that consumed a year and a half. My
stipend exhausted, I returned to the U .S. intent on being its
prenuere hurdy-gurdy maker."
Today, Montgomery is widely regarded as an expert
maker, restorer, and dealer in instruments of the violin £:unily.
"My Watson sojourn had brought out in me an innate talent
for in trument-making," he says, "yet the laws of supply and
demand soon suggested that I broaden my skills to include
instruments beyond the hurdy-gurdy."
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For orne alumni, the correspondence between Watson
re earch and current occupation is total. Michael Troy ,
'80, went to Belfast, Northern Ireland, at a time ofheightened stress, civil unrest, and violence, hoping to learn more
about the individual, family, and societal factors that contributed to either positive or compromised developmental
outcomes. A psychology major with a special interest in
child clinical psychology, he says, "I learned a great deal
about the psychology of resiliency, and I gained a great
appreciation for the power of friend hip and family to overcome hatred and despair."
Today, Troy is a clinica l child psychologist who manages
the mental health department of a children's hospital and also
teaches psychology classes at a university.
"My Watson Fellowship experience definitely contributed to thi career path," he says. "During my year in
Belfast, I worked in the child p ychiatric unit of a general hospital and in a youth center in an inner-city neighborhood and
was able to participate in research into the effects of violence
on the development of psychopathology in children. All these
experiences furthered my interest in clinical psychology and
helped open further opportunities for me after returning to
the United States."

Looking back, the Lawrence/
Watson alumni have little difficulty
articulating the difference the program had in their lives.

Barbara Zabawa, ' 93 , who studied
the effectiveness of workplace
health promotion programs in England, Sweden, and The Netherlands, was able to apply her Watson
learnings to her studie at the
University of Michigan chool of
Public Health following her return
from abroad. Mter completing the
M.P.H. degree, she entered the
University of Wiscon in Law
School, while also working as a
policy analyst for the Wisconsin
legislature . After receiving her J.D.
degree she plans to work in the area
of health law and policy.
Costabe/1, '85
"The Watson Fellowship was one of the best things ever
to happen to me," he says. "It gave me confidence in my
ability to make a difference, in pired me to stand firm in my
belie£;, and helped me appreciate the fact that perfect places
do not exist, only places that we can try to perfect."
Like Mike Troy in Belfast and Eva Nell in hina, B arbara
Luka, ' 89, arrived in an uneasy place at an exciting time,
spending her Watson year in Hungary in 1989-90, "just at
that surprising time when all of the Ea tern bloc was beginning its metamorphosis."
She chose Hungary for her study ofherbal folk remedies
because it originally wa a non-Indo-European culture and
language but now has been assimilated by Europe.
Currently doing postdoctoral work in cognitive science,
Luka holds the Ph.D. in linguistics and in cognitive p ychology. Her Watson Fellowship research in Hungary has contributed directly to her work in linguistic .
The great benefit of the Watson Fellowship, she says, lay
in "having an organization put their tru t in me and my ability. The Watson program changed my life in so many ways,
all for the better."

Mark A. R . Facknitz, ' 72 , now a professor ofEngli hat
James Madison University, traveled and wrote in India,
Mexico, and France as the focus of his Watson year. That
experience, he says, wa crucial to setting his course toward
the teaching of English.
Although its effect were profound and subtle, Facknitz
says, "that year was the keystone of my education, and its
la ting effect is constantly to remind me that education matters mo t when the learner decides what mu t be accomplished next."

The Watson Fellowship took R esli
Costabell, '85, to the United
Kingdon1 for an inquiry into the
ocial and emotional ramifications
of the drug Thalidomide on its bythen-adult victims. Today Co tabell, again living in London, says
that what he learned during her
Watson year- "of all the obstacles
we face, the most powerful are our
own beliefs" - has been central to
her life and work.
"I work with people who are
making their dreams into reality or
who want to increase their fulfillment in life" she says. "I do this
through telephone and email coaching and through public speaking and
facilitating seminars."
The greatest benefit of being a
Watson Fellow, she add , was that "I
learned that, through love, zest, and focus, anything is possible. Actually, I don't even know if that' true, but I've
obtained great results by acting as if it were."

D avid Worley, '88, whose topic was "A Cross-Cultural
Study ofLong Distance Runners," spent half his T;f/audeljahr
in Kenya and half in Norway and Finland. In Mrica he discovered an inverse relationship between the quality ofbasic
infrastructure -streets and roads - and the development
of long-distance runners. Kenya, where the roads were
then very poor and children walked or ran seven to ten
miles a day to chool, was producing very fine long-distance runners.
In Scandinavia, which previously had a long tradition of
excellence in long-distance running, the roads had gotten
better, Worley says, with the foreseeable result.
Worley, who today is a physician in family practice,
notes that his Watson research had little effect on his career
choice or development, but still was "a great lesson, a chance
to learn about yourself and learn about other people.
"It was such an incredible year," he continues. "At that
age you are just old enough to appreciate the obvious benefits, but it take more years to fully appreciate the more subtle ones."
Which is pretty much what the Watson family had in
mind in creating the Watson Fellowships: take outstanding
young people, at the height of their energy and creativity;
relieve them of financial worries for a year, and send them
forth to learn about themselve . And others. LT
I
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Excerpts from the journal of Patrice Michaels Bedi

ff~

Illinois Governor George Ryan led a 45-

member state delegation on a five-day humanitarian mission to Cuba October 23-27, 1999. The group included
many high-ranking politicians in Illinois government;
representatives from the MacArthur Foundation, Archer
Daniels Midland Corporation, institutions of higher
education, and the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Chicago -

plus Trio Chicago and Friends. As a part-

time Chicagoan and full-time singer, I was invited to be
. d"
a "F r1en
.
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Governor Ryan i the first sitting U.S. governor to visit
Cuba in more than 40 years. His invitation was extended by
Cuban Ambassador Fernando Remirez during a brief visit
Remirez made to Illinois in early October. Throughout the
ensuing scramble of phone interviews, photo shoots, and
child-care planning, I wondered just what was motivating
this sudden mobilization of people and resources. Some
voices in the Chicago press had already suggested thi
would be a purely political endeavor, designed to generate international brownie points for the new Gov and
to pave the way for his state to benefit from ready relationships with the Cuban bureaucracy, hould the U.S.
embargo on trade with Cuba ever be lifted. Whatever
the reasons, I comforted myself with the knowledge
that a million dollars worth of "ho tess gift " (food,
medicine, computer , school supplie , mu ical in truments and scores) were gathered to take along.

Day One Lourdes has already set my mind at ease
about this mission. She was born in Cuba, came to the
States at 5 years old, and has worked in Chicago as a
teacher, a school principal, and a community organizer, lobbying again t the embargo for many years.
The movement to open communications and provide
assistance has, according to her, trickled up to Ryan
with the help of people like his good friend Representative Edgar Lopes, who was a pharmacist in Cuba.
Lourdes will be seeing relatives for the first time in
30-some years . She's proud and nervous. I'm nervous,
too - there's a large contingent of media people on
thi trip. Someone decided it was a good idea for me to
perform for the Gov in the airplane, and the media
feeding frenzy caused by my dulcimer-accompanied
rendition of "Here Comes the Sun" was truly ridiculous.
I'm grateful that we musicians have been assigned
to a hotel separate from the political contingent. Aside
from the obvious benefits of privacy, Hotel Ambos
Mundos turns out to be Ernest Hemingway's old digs. The
air and the view from the rooftop patio are ab olutely seductive. How can decrepitude be so attractive? Something about
the quality of light on peeling paint, the texture of rust on
most things metal, the essence of music - real, live unamplified drumming and fluting and singing - coming from
just down the street. Some Americans who've been here for
a few weeks tell us that yesterday a whole lot more policemen appeared in this neighborhood, sweeping many of the
local outdoor merchants in advance of our arrival. I can't
wait to get out on the street.
Women wear a lot of spandex here: capri-length and
form-fitting, whether young or old. There's a strut I've never
seen anywhere else. It's all bellies and breasts; they seem to
love themselves from the in ide out. No mirror has persuaded them to recompose anatomy or expression. The men
don't strut so much, but there's a relaxed alertness that allows
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for humor or serious intensity by quick turns.
Everybody's lean. I see really dark skin and brown skin
and white kin all mingling. Can I discern class based on color
here? On the treet it seems the majority are dark people, but
at the two cocktail parties I've already attended today (!) it
seems there is a higher percentage of light-skinned people.
Hmmm.

Day Two

Sunday
mornmg. I walk by
myself through
this
neighborhood of crumbling colonial giants. If I
smile but don't speak,
people
look
away
quickly or never look
directly. If I say buenos
dias, I get a very friendly
dawns on
response. The policemen
(plainclothed and uniformed) don't try to stop
this is a drugstore,
me, so I venture away
from the tourist center.
Then I meet Lucila,
my heart aches to
a thin (of cour e, but I'm
still not accustomed to
see the half-dozen
that), energetic 50-something in faded jean . She
stop
after we greet each
bottles of medicine,
other and regards me
with some excitement.
and the two or three
She tells me that the people
of Cuba love the people
of the United States, tells
boxes of bandages.
me that Che Guevara was
a good man and a hero,
and says something about
a star that I don't understand. I show her photos of my children, and the friendship
is sealed, despite my rudimentary Spanish, her rudimentary
English, and our extreme differences in political perspective.
She is on her way to work as a cook, work that she likes very
much. We meet her younger son there, who is on his way to
study at the University. When I ask to go in with Lucila, to
see the kitchen where she works, everyone looking out from
the doorway is mildly horrified, and I am denied entrance.
I walk on and discover a corner shop embellished inside
and out with ornate mahogany, disturbed by nothing more
than dust during its century-plus. The marble-inlaid floors
have fared worse, and, as it lowly dawns on me that this is a
drugstore, my heart aches to see the half-dozen bottles of
medicine, the two or three boxes ofbandages, and the muted
hostility on the faces of the two clerks.
I meet the American delegation at the Cathedral for
rna s. Where are the local dignitaries, the community leaders?

The service is conducted by one young priest (and our Archbishop) with the same children who sing in the choir stepping up to read the Bible passages. When we shake hands at
the Peace, we find only old women in the congregation.
Later, we are reted at Hotel Nacional, a 1920s romance
of a property overlooking much of Centro Habana. It's time
for me to do my stuff again. Will my Duke Ellington renditions be like bringing coals to Newcastle? Will they be able
to find a piano? (Ah, at last, a Roland electric has been
scoured out.) Will it be O.K. to sing "Love You Madly"?
Will the Bearded One be watching on some closed circuit? I
dive into my song and find that, by the time I've finished, I
have new friends from the Cuban arts bureaucracy, as well as
the U.S. Special Interests Section (our not-embassy). I make
inquiries into adding a local conga player to our radio broadcast.

Day Three Today we five ride out of town to Institute
Superiores de los Artes, the conservatory for performing
and plastic arts. We give our concert with a tiny spinet
piano so fragile that I fear it will disintegrate under the
hands of Bill, our Gershwin madman. I talk to
Melkisedeck, a percussionist from Haiti, and other students.
I overhear the practice of a fabulous guitarist from Brazil. I
look out across the beautiful grounds of this academy and
feel that someone has died here. No, that someone is dying
right now - not for want of diligence or skill or heart but
for want of materials, information, and opportunity.
Back in town I meet Pedro Camas, a Tai Chi master,
physical therapist, and philosopher so adept that, were he in
the U.S., he could give Deepak Chopra some competition.
He tells me his five years of training in St. Petersburg were
the best years of his life. This frighten me, the thought of a
youthful man from a beautiful, cultured island finding more
freedom in cold, moldering Soviet life.
Tonight we find that the dying tenaciously persevere
and that some recover: viva La Zorra y el Cuervo, a club so
loud I make earplugs out of toilet paper. The tunes are original, the players skilled, spirited, and cutting-edge. And they
have the key: a CD. CDs are purchased with American
dollars, CDs can be used as demos for foreign tours, CDs are
the way to go. I buy.
Day Four Today we learn that anything institutionally
musical in Habana is likely to be named Amadeo Roldan.
We give a concert at his High School for the Performing
Arts, where the corridors are grimy and the pianos are
dilapidated, but the students are bursting with life and
enthusiasm. The excellent 15-year-old conga player we are
provided with for our finale of "Caravan" maintains his
terror under a mask of calm. His mother, who is our interpreter, works as an international operator. This is her only
child, and she makes repeated inquiries into the possibility
of his finishing his studies at my institution. he is ready to
end him today.
I talk to the very warm but sober faculty . They form the

Lucila (right) and her son

bridge between these hopeful, vibrant teenagers and their listless older brothers and sisters, who tand at the thre hold of
their professional lives and tare into an aby s. I ask them how
they get materials, write down their requests, and feel deeply
ashamed.
I work with Anna, Idania, Gu tavino, and Flor in master class. These young singers equal the skill and pas ion of
Americans, in spite of their deprivation. While my shame
persists, I am proud for them. Visions of collaborative projects dance in my head.
We move on to the concert hall named for Maestro
Roldan, where we find state-of-the-art facilities and a brand
new piano. We petform for a tiny audience and later learn
that only diplomats and bureaucrats have been invited to the
hall. Regardles , I receive an unforgettable compliment:
"Your singing gave me chicken kin."
We reconvene the Music earch Conunittee and once
again find Habana giving us more than we give her: the quartet
playing alsa at the outdoor cafe include a master flutist
blowing on an instrument so bowed that our own flutist can
only shake her head. We buy more CDs.

D ay Five I take my dulcimer into the booksellers quare
for the promised meeting with two vendors who
befriended me. Along the way I meet Lucila again; this
time she has a broom and dustpan. Most people who don't
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have access to American dollars try to gain access to two
jobs.
. .
Curiosity without smiles is how my muslC IS greeted.
Most people are wondering if the plainclothed. policen~en
will warn them away from me. Lucila and I remam as obbviou as we can under the circumstances. She gives me a coin
with a picture of Che on one side and a star on the other.
I go to the
medical college at
the University to
hear
Governor
Ryan speak. He is
sincere and digni-' ~. h -'·{P~t-(/~
fied, moved and
Vt/Vv
moving as he con-

C!t •

•L

jures Abraham LinwithOUt smiles is
coln to link our
countrie . I hope he
succeeds.
my music is greeted.
And now, the
mo111ent you've all
been waiting for: We
line up to be greeted by Fidel Castro, who has kept the Gov
up most of the previous night in some secret meeting place;
he stands up from his place in the front row of the lecture
hall, raises his arms to the gallery (where the students are), and
bellows, "Any que tions?" Since none of the questions we all
have can be asked or answered in this context, the reception
line proceeds.
.
I receive an especially warm, double-cheeked greetmg
from the Bearded One, probably becau e I addressed him in
Spanish, confessed to my musical purpose, and was unintentionally female. My personal skepticism is momentanly disarmed by this - was it the energy of the crowd or of the
man himself? He bids farewell by climbing into each busload
of politicians and shaking each individual's hand. Then he
gives the American press a two-hour audience.

ma~

That leaves the musicians stranded
at the airport, well ahead of the entourage, to witness the
arrival of our not-Am.bassador Vicki Huddleston, whose
hand has never been shaken by Castro, National Assembly
President Ricardo Alarcon, or anyone else at the top of the
Cuban pyramid.
That most undiplomatic scene gives way to a Mercedes rolling up on the tarmac, bearing a Cuban child and
his mother, who will travel back with us for liver treatment. We learn from our doctor contingent that Cubans
have developed vaccines against Hepatitis B, Meningitis B,
and Lepto pyrosis that could be extremely useful in the rest
of the world.
At this writing, our hopeful expectations have been
upstaged by the melodrama involving another small boy
who did not have permission to make the journey to the
States. The musicians are invited back in October for the
annual Contemporary Music Festival. I'm planning to be
there, carrying as many gifts as you all will help me gather.
Contact me with your ideas and donations at 920-8326623 or patrice.michaelsbedi@lawrence.edu. LT

Patrice Michaels Bedi, assistant prifessor if 111usic, has been a
member of the Lawre11ce fawlty since '1994. She received a bachelor's degree in music and theatre from Po111ona College and did
postgraduate studies in composition and peiforrnance at the Bariff
Centre in Canada. Her Master if Fi11e Arts degree is from the
University if Minnesota-Minn eapolis. A soprano, Pr<ifessor
Michaels Bedi appeared last season with the Phoenix Sy111phony,
the Chicago String Ensemble, and Music if the Baroque, as well
as giving recitals in Tokyo, Los Angeles, and Wisconsin. This
season she is peiforming in Carmina Burana with the Virginia
Symphony, in Mahler 4 in Kansas City and with Chicago's
Music of the Baroque in Dido and Aeneas. She also presents
recitals throughout the upper Midwest, featuring the songs of Lili
Boulanger.
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eac ers,
The Mudd: tod ay and tomorrow
By Susan Richards
Director of Seeley G. Mudd Library

What do the American Journal

of Mathematics;

The Last Conceptual R evolution;

Sociobiology) Sex and Science; Victorian Studies; and One Hundred Greek Sculptors
h ave in common? If you said that they are books and journals in the M udd
Library collection, you were alnzost correct.
ll these items are "owned" by the
Lawrence library, but they do not
sit on the library's shelves. Instead,
a student who wants one of them
selects it by using a computer
workstation anywhere on campus
where there is a network connection - residence hall room, classroom, computer lab, or library.
The Mudd Library does not own
the paper version of the title; instead, it "owns" access to its
on-line manifestation.
As libraries move farther and farther toward this type of
collection-building, journalists and higher education administrators wonder if, in the future, colleges and universities will
even need library buildings. Will students be able to complete
assignments, conduct research, and even do leisure reading

exclu ively from computer workstations? While it is true that
students can and do use computers to gain access to more and
more course information, libraries as we know them are not
likely to disappear. Instead, the Mudd Library of today is and will continue to be - a place where librarians and
students interact with an ever-expanding array of print,
video, and electronic resources.
Collections The Mudd does continue, of course, to
collect paper resources, each year acquiring approximately
4,500 books and 365 scores and subscribing to 1,400 periodicals. In addition, we purchase about 300 music compact
discs and 350 videos annually. We continue to add these
traditional resources because they provide the best formats
for information and scholarship in particular subject areas .
Increasingly, however, more items appear in electronic
form only. Project Muse provides Lawrence students and
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faculty over 100 highly regarded academic journals exclusively in electronic form, making them accessible 24 hours a
day from anywhere on campus. We also convert paper subscriptions to electronic subscriptions, when the format is
acceptable to the discipline. The Journal of Histochemistry and
Cytochemistry and the Proceedings of the ational Academy of
Sciences are examples. We provide only electronic access to
such reference resources as Britannica Online, Contemporary
Authors, Congressional Universe, Oxford English Dictionary,
and CollegeSource Online. The list of electronic bibliographic
and abstracting databases that we provide for student and
faculty research is much longer, but you get the idea.
Cooperating with other college and university libraries
in Wisconsin, the Lawrence Library provides a collection of
over 500 electronic books (ebooks) selected to support
undergraduate liberal arts disciplines. Searching our online
catalog, a student may encounter one of the books and can
then view the full text immediately or "check it out" for use
later. When the check-out period expires, the book reverts
back to the collection electronically and is available for
check-out by another tudent. As technology expands the
convenience of ebooks, we expect their popularity to grow.
When the titles appropriately support the Lawrence curriculum, we will purchase them.
The librarians who work at
Library Instruction
Lawrence are faculty members dedicated to teaching students to think critically about the research process and the
information they find. This teaching takes many forms. A
librarian is available to help students on a walk-up basis
until 10:00 p.m. five nights a week. In addition, students
can make appointments for research help with longer projects. Students also get help by posing questions via email.
Guiding students to the proper databases for their topics,
showing them how to construct a good search strategy for
particular databases, and helping them locate texts from
bibliographic citations are a few ways librarians teach about
the research process. Increasingly, librarians spend time
helping students understand how to evaluate a particular
source for credibility and authority and how to prepare
proper bibliographic citations.
Librarians also work in more formal classroom settings,
focusing on teaching students to be informationally literate.
Based on the particular goals of the instructor in a particular
course, Mudd librarians present sessions that help students
understand the organization of knowledge and how best to
approach the research process in a given discipline . Such sessions are much more than a "library tour." Librarians prepare
web research guides for each class, based on assignments, and
engage students in library exercises that help them become
better researchers. Music 51: Choral Techniques, Hi tory 90:
The Practice of History, and Chemistry 88: The Literature of

Chemistry are a few of the classes for which librarians provide
regular library instruction sessions.
Interlibrary Loan While Mudd Library's collection provides excellent support for student cla s assignments and
faculty research, it does not have everything. Interlibrary
loan helps fill the gaps. Each year, we borrow about 3,600
items from other libraries around the world. In return, we
lend some 2,300 items from our collection to other
libraries. Students and faculty members pay nothing additional for this service. Some items anive electronically
through a document delivery service, but most are available
only in paper, and we must rely on a daily courier (for Wisconsin libraries) and the U.S. Postal Service for delivery.
While interlibrary loan is not as convenient or as economical as having the items in the Mudd Library, it has allowed
our students and faculty access to published information
from all over the world .
Study Space /Social Space As it has since the earliest
days ofLawrence (when it was a single room in Main Hall),
the library serves as space for studying and socializing. Providing a variety of seating - couches, lounge chairs, study
carrels, large tables, individual and group study rooms - is
as important as providing an excellent collection and a
highly qualified library staff Even though students can now
conduct much of their research using computers from anywhere on campus, they still are drawn to the library, for the
chance to read and reflect in solitude and quiet, as well as
for the opportunity to meet friends or study partners.
Next time you are on campus, come back to the Mudd.
You are welcome to find a comfortable chair or an online site
to help you enjoy the wide variety of information we have
available. LT

Susan Richards became director of
Lawrence's Seeley G. Mudd Library in
1999. Previously director of library services
at Western State College in Gunnison,
Colorado, she also has served as assistant
director at the University of Vermont library
and has held positions on the library staffs
of South Dakota State University and
1\1.orningside College. Richards, who holds
faculty rank as an associate professor, earned
a Master of Library Science degree at Kent State University and is
completing her Ph.D. in American history at the University of
New Hampshire.

+ http:/ /www.lawrence .edu/library/

A busy day in the library- Jennifer Bollerman, music librarian and assistant
professor (far right), assists students in their research.
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Memorial Chapel's second organ, newly located in the balcony, is the 1906. tracker-action Felgemaker.
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The oldest is the newest
By Frank G. Rippl, C '69

"Do you know what the most wonderful thing in the
world is ... ?"
When I was an organ student at Lawrence in the late
1960s, there was an elderly gentleman who came to all the
organ recitals. After each of them., he would grab the recitalist's hand and say in his tremulous voice: "Do you know what
the most wonderful thing in the world is?" He would not
wait for a response but would squeeze the hand tightly, gaze
rapturously at the chapel stage, and say: "Playing the organ in
the Lawrence Chapel!"
We would smile, politely nod in agreement, and then
move on. We were not sure whether or not playing the
organ in the Lawrence Chapel was the most wonderful thing
in the world, but even as undergraduates, we knew that we
were being well-trained and that we were part of a tradition
of excellence dating back to the beginnings of the Conservatory of Music.
Lawrence Memorial Chapel, built in 1918, has seen five
pipe organs, and each instrument has mirrored the many
tumultuous changes in the 20th-century world of the organ.
The building of the Chapel was a joint effort by the city
and the college. During the fund-raising, College Dean
William S. Naylor and Conservatory Dean Frederick Vance
Evans were able to persuade ten citizens to contribute $1,000
each to buy an organ for the new chapel. The Skinner
Company was considered, but the contract went to the Steere
Organ Company of Springfield, Massachusetts.

The Steere Four manuals, electro-pneumatic action, approx. 22
ranks (installed) Only about 22 stops were installed on the
Steere organ. Many stops and whole divisions were "prepared for" (meaning that all the mechanisms were in place,
but no pipes) and were never added. The pipes were
installed high in the side walls of the stage, speaking to each
other across the stage, and above in the proscenium arch.
Photographs show some of the 16' Open Wood Diapason
pipes strapped sideways across the ceiling of the stage fly
space. The movable console (keyboard desk) was located
on the stage. Its large electric blower, below the stage,
would be used for the next 75 years to operate the Steere
organ and the two organs that followed it. (The Brombaugh organ, built in 1995, was given a new Dutch
blower.)
The chapel stage had curtains in those days, so the sound
of the organ was muilled. There was general dissatisfc'lction
with its placement and incompleteness, and, as early as 1928,
there was movement to complete it and give it much-needed
maintenance. In just ten years its heavy use was comparable
to what an average church organ would receive in 40 years.
The Kimball Four manuals, electro-pneumatic action, 47
ranks Many companies were considered to build the Chapel's
next organ, but it came down to just two: Aeolian Skinner
and Kimball - both very reputable builders. It was decided
to go with the Kimball proposal, in the belief that it would
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Chapel, the Schantz organ of 1965) as well as many ranks
from the Steere. It was heard in recitals by many of the
world's great organists, including E. Power Biggs, who
petformed at Lawrence in 1949 and in 1955.

The Chapel's first organ: the 1918 Steere

be a better accompaniment instrument for the Lawrence
choral program. In addition, the Skinner propo al was about
$5,000 higher than the Kimball; they wanted to build an
entirely new console because the Steere console was not
compatible with their mechanisms. In the midst of the
Depression, that was a significant sum. So, the contract went
to Kimball, retaining the Steere console and much of the
pipework. Lavahn Maesch , '26, who would teach organ at
Lawrence until his retirement in 1970, and serve a dean of
the conservatory from 1954 to 1974, dedicated thi fine 45stop instrument on March 21, 1934.
The console was on the stage at first but was later moved
to the main floor to make more room for productions of the
theatre department. The side chambers were abandoned, and
the organ pipes were installed behind a wooden screen on a
40-foot-wide shelf along the back wall of the tage. The Solo
division was placed high up in the proscenium arch. The
organ, the largest concert hall organ in Wi consin, now spoke
directly into the chapel auditorium.
Given in memory ofSamuel Plantz, Lawrence's Ionge tserving president, the Kimball organ was a more complete
instrument by far than the Steere and featured some very
beautiful solo and accompaniment stops (many of which
found their way into what would be the third organ in the
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The Schantz Four manuals, electro-pnell/11atic action, 63 ra11ks
By 1964, after 30 years of faithful 16-hour -a-day service, the
Kimball's mechanisms were worn out, and it was decided to
rebuild it with extensive renovations and additions by the
Schantz Organ Company.
On May 16, 1965, Dean Maesch dedicated the fourmanual Schantz organ. At 51 stops, 63 ranks, and 3,651 pipes,
it would be the largest organ ever to occupy the Chapel. The
console was on the floor against the stage. The carillon wa
amplified into the auditorium and/or to the campus at large
through the chapel steeple.
The organ pipes were on the same shelf at the back of
the stage where the Kimball's had been, and all of the theatrical curtains were removed. The side walls of the stage
were parallel to one another, not slanted as they are at present. Whereas the Steere and Kimball pipes had been hidden
behind a screen, the Schantz pipes from the Great, Positiv,
Bombarde, and Pedal divisions were on display- a common
practice in those days.
The Chapel was now air-conditioned, but provision had
not been made to provide sufficient humidity to the room.
Dry heat, moisture forming on a cold north wall, and lack of
humidity caused this poor organ many difficulties. There
were tonal problems as well, which were not entirely the
fault of the Schantz Company. In reaction to decades of
organs perceived tonally as "bottom heavy," the fashion of
the times dictated that organs should now be "thin" on the
bottom and "heavy" on top. Balance problems were many. It
was almost impossible to hear the inner voices of a fugue, for
example .
The campaign to install a finely voiced, mechanical-keyaction organ, was begun by Professor Miriam Duncan and
carried on by the organ students who formed the "Tracker
Backer" club. We all wore bright yellow "Tracker Backer"
buttons. (This term, created at Lawrence, has found its way
into the lexicon of organists all over the world!) The trackeraction organ, having been out of fashion since electricity
came along, had, by the 1960s, returned as the instrument of
choice for many organists because of the more intimate contact and control the organist has over the production of
sound.
Miriam Duncan retired in 1984. George Damp followed
her as university organist and took up the cause. Conservatory Dean Robert Dodson and Professor Damp began the
final pu h to get a new organ - a tracker (mechanicalaction) organ.
In 1993, the Schantz organ was old to the Alamo
Heights United Methodist Church, San Antonio , Texas,
where it was made part of another instrument, making a very
large organ. The pipes have been revoiced, and, from all
reports, the instrument is quite successful.

Top: the Kimball organ of 1934; bottom: the 1965 Schantz
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The Brombaugh, Opus 33 Three manuals, mechanical
("tracker") action, 49 ranks Among possible builders for a new
organ, the Canadian, Karl Wilhelm, was considered, but the
contract went to the American builder, John Brombaugh, a
pioneer in the organ reform movement.
This organ was a gift to the university from the late
Margaret Miller Gilson through Miller Group Ltd. of Appleton.
Others c,.ontributed funds for a complete renovation of the
stage, along with proper humidification.
The 33-foot-tall Brombaugh stands at the back of the
stage in a free-standing, elaborately carved wooden case atop
a three-step platform. The fumed-oak case, trimmed in gold
leaf, red, and Lawrence blue, is inspired by an organ built in
1685 (the year of Bach's birth, incidentally) for Christ
Church Cathedral in Oxford, England, by the great postRestoration English builder "Father" Bernard Smith. The
organ looks to be a very old instrument, but it is all brand
new and even houses a computer to assist the organist with
preset combinations of stops. The main portion of the case
houses the pipes for the Great and Pedal divisions. The
Riickpositive is cantilevered forward of the Great division,
and the Swell division is behind the main case. This is the first
organ in the Chapel to have a full-length 32-foot pipe.
The opening recital by Professor Damp on May 5, 1995,
had to be given twice, such was the demand for tickets to see
and hear this magnificent addition to the university and to the
community. The Post-Crescent, in an article on May 3, said:
"There it stands pn a three-step platform, awesome even in
silence, an engineering and architectural marvel by any standards." This world-class instrument has been featured on
Minnesota Public Radio's show "Pipedreams," three CDs
have been recorded on it, and it was the featured instrument
at the 1997 convention of the American Guild of Organists
Region Six.
The Felgemaker Two manuals, mechanical ("tracker") action,
11 ranks In 1998, Lawrence bought from the Outagamie
County Historical Society a little two-manual, nine-stop
tracker organ that was in the former Zion Temple (later the
Gospel Temple Church) just four blocks from campus. Now
in place in the rear balcony of the Chapel, this organ, built in
1906, was among the last tracker-action organs built in
America before the rise of electric key action.
Wahl Organ Builders of Appleton did a splendid job
restoring the instrument, bringing it back to its original
sheen. It is a wonder to behold with marvelously handpainted facade pipes in the intricate floral style of the period.
The sound fills the room, and the richness and clarity of the
voicing of those many eight-foot ranks is a revelation. It will
serve as an excellent teaching tool for students, helping them
understand organs and literature of that period, as well as providing opportunities to perform music written for two
organs, two choirs, and so forth . It has an electric blower, but
the hand-pumping mechanism still exists - yet another
teaching opportunity.
The addition of the 1906 Felgemaker serves as a most
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The 1906 (1999) Felgemaker organ

instructive prequel to the history of pipe organs in 20th-century America. It is a link between what organs were in the
19th century and what they would become in the 20th. The
Brombaugh is the "now" - the result of a century of great
and dramatic change in organ building. What the next step
will be in the unfolding drama of the pipe organ is anybody's
guess, but the Lawrence Memorial Chapel is well-poised for
whatever the 21st century may bring.
We who have known any of these five instruments have
memories of them that evoke a time in our lives when we
began our own searches for "the most wonderful thing in the
world." That sweet old man had found his. As students, our
searches would take us further afield, but they began under
patient and caring teachers in that lovely old room - perhaps
in an afternoon organ class with the bright winter sun splashing the windows' warm colors on each of us - and on the
organ. LT

Frank Rippl graduated from Lawrence with a degree in music education and received the master's degree from the University of
Denver, with further study at the Cleveland Institute of Music, the
Royal Conservatory of Music at the University of Toronto, and
the Royal School of Church Music in Croydon, England. He has
taught elementary general music in Appleton since 1969 and has
served as organist / choirmaster at All Saints Episcopal Church since
1971. One of the co-founders of the Appleton Boychoir, he is
a former dean of the Northeastern Wisconsin chapter of the
American Guild of Organists.
Stop lists for each of the five Lawrence Memorial Chapel
organs are available on the Lawrence University website at
www.lawrence. edu/ about/ organhist.shtml
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The Brombaugh organ, Opus 33, ultimate achievement of the Tracker Backers
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'Accessible ' his t orian presents the Civil War as a clash of nationalisms
By Gordon Brown
Whether you live below the Mason-Dixon Line and call it
The War of Northern Aggression or in the North and call
it The War of the Southern Rebellion, it's till the American Civil War, the nwst-often and most-thoroughly chronicled of all this country's armed conflicts, the one in which
everyone who fought was an American.
Princeton University Professor James McPherson came
to Lawrence in January to discuss, in a university convocation
and a later question-and-answer period, America' enduring
fascination with that war.
President Richard Warch, in his introduction of Professor
McPherson, described him as "one of the greatest and also
one of the most accessible and hence influential Civil War
historians."
McPherson has written a dozen books related to the war
between the states, including the national bestseller Battle Cry
of Freedom: The Civil War Era, which received the Pulitzer
Prize in history in 1989. His first book, The Struggle for Equality: Abolitionists and the Negro in the Civil War and Reconstruction, was awarded the 1965 Anisfield-Wolf Award in
Race Relations, and one of his recent works, For Cause and
Comrades: Why Men Fought in the Civil War, received 1998's
Lincoln Prize, awarded annually for the finest scholarly work
in English on Abraham Lincoln, the American Civil War
soldier, or a subject relating to their era.
He is a meticulous, hard-working scholar. Much of the
research for For Cause and Comrades centered on Union and
Confederate oldiers' personal letters and diaries housed in
state historical societies. By his own estimate, McPher on
read nearly 25,000 individual letters from 600 Union and 400
Confederate soldiers in preparation for the book. He currently is working on a project that centers on the battle of
Antietam (the battle of Sharpsburg, if you are of the Southern persuasion).
McPherson 's Lawrence address, "Drawn with the
Sword: Reflections on the American Civil War," wa based
on his 1996 collection of essays with the same title; he reassured the audience · that he has continued to reflect on the
Civil War since 1996.
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Two kinds of nationalism
In April 1861, when troops of the nascent Confederate
States of America fired on Fort Sumter and President Lincoln called out the militia, the remaining slave states had to
make an immediate decision - a choice between two
nations, a choice, McPherson said, that still is being made
today around the world.
For those who went with the Confederacy, the war was
a matter of defending common interests and shared traditions
- "the cotton states are our brothers," "Northerners are an
alien race," "blood is thicker than water."
For Lincoln and the North, the war was a test of the
country's basic republican ideal ; defeat would call into grave
question the right of the majority to rule.
These po itions, McPherson said, correspond to the two
principal categories of nationalism in the modern world: ethnic nationalism and civic nationalism.
Ethnic nationalism is the wedge that broke up
Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and other
states and threatens to do the same to Canada. By definition,
it is "the sense of national identity and loyalty shared by a
group of people united among themselves and distinguished
from other by one or more factors: language, religion, culture, and - most import but most diffuse and abstract in
many ways - a belief in a common genetic or biological
descent."
Some of the triggers of ethnic nationalism are quite
objective - language, for example. Others, the historian
noted, are quite subjective:
"There are very few groups in the world today whose
members can lay claim to a known common genetic origin;
thus, it is not actual descent that is considered essential to the
definition of an ethnic group but belief in a common
descent."
Civic nationalism, McPherson said, is based on another
belief, not in the ethnic purity of the nation or in unity of
language, religion, or culture but in "common citizenship in
a state embracing a specific territory and allegiance to the
political institutions and constitution governing that territory."
Under civic nationalism, citizens share a common loyalty

to the symbols (national flag, memorie , and myths) that define the
nation. Civic nations are often
multi-ethnic; the motto of the
United States, e pluribus unum,
originally referred to the several
colonies coming together to form a
single nation but in time also came
to mean one nation comprised of
many different peoples. A civic
nation values ideals of liberty,
democracy, and equality, he said.

Ethnicity and slavery
In the Civil War context, definitions of the two nationalisms are
well-illustrated by the South and
the North.
"The glaring exception to the
voluntary €itizenship that was the
centerpiece of American civic
nationalism" lay, of course, in the
institution of slavery - "the oneseventh of the population defined
out of American nationality," and it Civil War historian James McPherson was one of the first visitors to the Lincoln Reading Room in Seeley G.
Mudd Library, recently created to hold two collections of Civil War and Abraham Lincoln materials totaling
was this violation of civic nationalsome 1,600 items and donated by L. Keville Larson, '20, and Robert 5. French, '48. Creation of the Lincoln
ism that formed the basis for the Reading Room was made possible through gifts from Robert French and Betty E. French Fleischer in memory of
anti-slavery movement, according their mother, E. Bertha Andersen French. McPherson, the George Henry Davis Professor of American History at
to McPherson.
Princeton University, is represented in the Lincoln Room collection by 12 books and more than 100 articles and
The most serious threat to reviews. Before going to Memorial Chapel to deliver a University Convocation address, he toured the room with
civic nationalism, he continued, President Richard Warch and his former doctoral student, Assistant Professor of History Jerald Podair.
was Southern nationalism, which
perspective of the southrons, therefore, Northerners were
was most definitely an ethnic nationalism, despite seeming
descendents of the "common people ofEngland," while they
commonalties between the North and the South. The root
were the heirs of a gallant warrior race. To the cliche "blood
cause of the Civil War was not a matter of white and black
is thicker than water," now is added "oil and water do not mix."
ethnicity but "the widespread and growing impression that
Proponents of this Norman/ Cavalier thesis, McPherson
Northern and Southern whites were two different peoples
noted, readily incorporated slavery into their ideology with increasingly hostile concerns."
after all, the Normans were a ruling race. Besides, as one
"Slavery," McPherson said, "was simply the wedge that
Southern writer proclaimed, the Saxon/ Northerner "did not
split the two sections farther and £1rther apart."
possess that combination of dignified greatness and natural
Illustrative of this white-on-white ethnic conflict was
command so necessary to the proper control of slavery."
the Southerners' profound identification with the novels of
The Norman/ Cavalier mythos, McPherson suggested,
Sir Walter Scott and with things Scottish. The word southron,
probably seems "little short of ludicrous" to a contemporary
originally a derisive name that Scots gave to those who lived
audience, and "indeed, modern scholars have found it to
south of them in England, became in the American South a
have scarcely any foundation in fact."
pride-filled, self-applied label of distinction.
However, he added, "facts are irrelevant to a considera"The central myth of Southern ethnic nationalism,"
Professor McPherson said, "is that southern whites - or, at
6on of ethnic nationalism. As a French scholar once wrote,
'Getting its history wrong is part of being a nation.'"
least, the planter class - were descended from the English
Getting history t;ght is Professor McPherson's business,
Cavaliers of the 17th century, who (Southerners believed)
and one at which he excels. Shortly after his Lawrence
were descended from the Normans who had conquered Engappearance, the National Endowment for the Humanities
land in the 11th century. Yankees, on the other hand, were
invited him to deliver its annual Jefferson Lecture, widely
believed to be descended from the Puritan party - the
Roundheads - who in turn were descended from the Saxrecognized as one of the highest honors in scholarly circles.
LT
ons who had been conquered by the Normans." From the
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Lawrentians in the Civil War
By H elen Exner, '02

For the past 70 years, a scrapbook once owned by Joseph
Hammond of the Class of 1860 has rested quietly on a shelf
in the Lawrence University archives. Beside a somber photo
of a youthful Hammond is a sentence inscribed by a
classmate: "Brother Hammond, Let us strike for God and
the Right. ]. A. Owen."
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hen Owen wrote that confident phrase, Wisconsin
was uneasy. In May, the
Republicans had just convened in Chicago - for
the first time west of
Cincinnati - where they
nominated Abraham Lincoln as their presidential
candidate. Meanwhile, the Democratic Party was in chaos;
twice they convened to select a candidate, first in
Charleston and then in Baltimore. Twice the Southern
Democrats stormed out when their demands for a federal
slave code failed.
Until now, the Democrats had been the only true
national party, with representatives from both the North and
South. With these bitter divisions, it was becoming increasingly clear that a Northern Republican was bound to win;
the Union itself was in danger.
This is the country that Lawrence graduates faced in
June 1860. Only a year later, many of those young people
would find themselves enlisting in the Union Army with
their form.er professors, some of whom actively recruited
their students. Lawrence women, too, made their contribution to the war effort. Both men and women were united
against the Southern slave power, which was fur-removed
from the farms of Wisconsin. Rather than fighting to free
slaves, most of these eager volunteers, according to Jerald
Podair, assistant professor of history, wanted to crush what
they perceived to be the South's "voracious appetite for selfaggrandizing. "
"The general feeling," says Podair, "was that the South
had been placated for too long." The South had sent several
presidents to the White House, as well as many representatives to both houses of Congress and justices to the Suprem.e
Court. Their power was disproportionate to their relatively
small population, and they knew how to throw their weight
around politically. To many Wisconsinites, the Southerners
were behaving, says Podair, "like spoiled children."
Lawrence students and faculty members reacted enthusiastically to President Lincoln's 90-day proclamation in 1861,
following the attack on Fort Sumter, in which the president
called upon Northern governors to raise 75,000 volunteers.
This proclamation was issued in the days before a federal
draft existed, and young men of diverse backgrounds, from
farmers to professors, responded.
On an April evening in 1861, a silent audience sat
motionless in Main Hall, its attention riveted on a pale, small
man. He drew himself up to his full height and pointed to a
nearby American flag. In a trembling voice he proclaimed,
"If that flag ever goes down, never to rise in honor again, it
will be the greatest misfortune to civilization that has ever
overtaken it." The speaker, Professor Henry Pomeroy, was
an instructor of mathematics and engineering; early in his
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career he had accompanied Comnwdore Perry's expedition
to Japan as a member of its scientific corps.
After a thunderous burst of applause from the audience,
Pomeroy raised his right hand and looked heavenward,
declaring, "I am not going to ask any of these people to go
to the war, but I am going to ask some of them to come with
me to the war."
A few minutes later, ano th er professor followed
Pomeroy at the podium. Ernst Pletschke, the son of German
immigrants from Missouri and instructor of modern languages and drawing, spoke "rapidly, enthusiastically, gesturing widely, but his speech was so broken that only now and
then was a word understood. [A)t the close of ... Pletschke's
talk, he, like Professor Pomeroy, said: " I am not going to
stand back and urge people to go, but tomorrow I shall open
books and ask you to join me in forming a company to be
offered to the governor."
Captain Henry Pomeroy raised a company of 60 men,
including nine from Lawrence, who joined the First Wisconsin Cavalry. His group trained at Ripon and then transferred to Camp Harvey in Kenosha. Some contemporarie
called Pomeroy a martinet, while others recalled more kindly
that he was "wont at times to give a supper for the whole
regiment." Following the war, Pomeroy taught in Missouri
for three years, but his illnesses from the war haunted him.
He died 11 years after the war ended, in Tennessee, where
he had retired for the warm climate.
Pletschke, on the other hand, did not live to see the end
of the war. He raised a company, but the government turned
them away due to an excess of volunteers. Pletschke returned
to Missouri, where he aided in forming a regiment [Company B of the 24th Regiment of Illinois) and became its
major. He died early in the war. According to national war
records, Pletschke died of "congestion of the lungs," later
shown to be typhoid, at the General Hospital in Louisville,
Kentucky.
Several students from the Class of 1860, all of whom are
pictured in the scrapbook, followed their teachers' example.
Unfortunately, some never returned from the war.
John Augustus Owen, writer of the quote in Hammond's book, went home safely after two and a half years of
service. A founding member of Phi Delta Theta, he enlisted
in the First Wisconsin Cavalry after graduation, rising to the
rank of first lieutenant. Mter the war, he worked as a lawyer
in South Dakota, becoming a Lawrence trustee in 1879.
Two of Owen's classmates were not so fortunate.
The only clues to th e fate of Albert Lamb exist in an
early Alumni Record. That document indicates that Lamb
was a Special Services agent, rumored to have died in 1863
at Libby Prison in Richmond , a dreaded holding pen for
Union officers. Although Libby Prison was not as horrific as
Andersonville, the infamous Confederate prison in Georgia,
no Union soldier wished to be a Confederate prisoner. After
all, explains Podair, by 1863, Richmond was starving, and

bread riots had broken out. "Just imagjne," he says, "how
they treated their Union prisoners."
Another Lawrence graduate's demise wa well-documented by witnesses . Major Nathan Paine, another founding
member of Phi Delta Theta, graduated from Lawrence with
honors and subsequently earned a law degree in New York.
He married his college sweetheart, Olive Copeland [Lawrence
Today, Summer 1997], and assisted in raising regjments in
Oshkosh and Appleton. A wedding notice in the Appleton
Motor lauded the gallant groom: "Captain Paine is one of the
youngest, yet we hesitate not to say, one of the most efficient
officers of which Wisconsin has to boast."
Paine, who was soon promoted to major, served with
the First Regjment Wisconsin Cavalry. Historian William D.
Love wrote in 1866, " At the opening of the Atlanta
Campaign, May 1 to September 8, 1864, the First was
assigned to the Cavalry Corps accompanying the army of
General Sherman." Paine died at age 29, struck down in
battle at Campbelltown, near Atlanta . Love dramatically
describes Paine's last moments:
Near Campbelltown he attacked a superior
force of the enemy with such impetuosity as to drive
it about three miles, when he was met by an entire
rebel division and, while chargjng at the head of his
advance guard, wa struck in the breast by a musket
ball. [Paine tood] leaning against his horse, when
Captain Robinson came to him, to whom he aid,
''I'm shot. I'm shot dead." and then, turning to his
men, gave the word of command, "Forward!" and
fell . With one arm in a sbng from an old injury, he fell,
sword in hand, among the foe .
hough women could not join the army,
they felt the war's impact, even in Wisconsin. Paine's widow, Olive Copeland
Paine Lay, was pregnant with her only
child when her husband died in Georgja.
She remarried only two years later, yet
tragedy seemed to haunt her. In 1882,
when Olive and her new husband were
living in Milwaukee, her daughter
Nathalie died at age 17. Olive retired in Lo Angeles.
Although mo t of Lawrence's early women graduates
tended to live quiet lives as teachers and then wives and
mothers, some women were different.
Francena Medora Kellogg Buck was one of the seven
members - three of whom were woman - of the first graduating class in 1857. This remarkable women earned both a
bachelor's and a master's degree from Lawrence, marrying
her classmate Norman Buck. When Norman became a
captain in the Union Army, Francena literally followed her
husband to the field, working as a nurse in Tenne ee and
Washington, D.C.
According to author Geoffrey Ward, "Hundreds died
from scurvy, dysentery, typhoid, diphtheria, pneumonia.

Disease was the chief killer in the war .... Medical care was
primitive, at best, in both armies." Still, Francena and her
fellow nur es did all that they could to offer comfort to
suffering soldiers. She recalled her war work in a 1914 letter
to President Samuel Plantz: " I was 'high-private' in the
calico brigade of the Christian Commission division of the
anny of 'Benevolence.' .. .We fought disease and wounds
with low-diet, pudding, and pancakes."
Mter nursing soldiers in Nashville and Memphis, Buck
was transferred to Washington, D.C., where, she said, "I was
in the gallery of the representatives' hall at the joint session of
Congress when they declared the election of Lincoln to his
second term." Mter the war, she devoted herself to temperance and mission work. As an old woman she was asked what
her current occupation was. Her simple reply: "Growing
older, gracefully, I hope."
While Lawrence's young men went off to battle the Southern power, the college itself barely managed to stay open,
kept afloat largely thanks to its preparatory school for
younger students. During the Civil War, enrollment
dropped to its lowest, and, for the first time, women
students outnumbered men.
President Russell Zelotes Mason (1859-1865) kept open
the institution's doors only through drastic financial measures. According to college archivist Carol Butts, '49, Henry
Pomeroy returned from the war hoping to resume his duties
at Lawrence, but the college could not afford to pay his
salary. In fuct, Lawrence University did not recover from the
war for another decade; only in the 1880s did the school's
finances and enrollment begin to stabilize.
Lawrence did not forget its veterans, though. A memorial plaque at Whiting Field near Alexander Gymnasium bears
the names of those who served their country. LT

Helen Exner, '02, from Shawano, is a
history major with specific interest in the
Civil War. In May, she had a string quartet
premiered at Lawrence, and she is a singer
and arranger in the jazz Singers. In the
summer if 1999 Exner worked at Camp
Mariah, a career-awareness camp in the
Catskills for middle-school students from
inner-city ew York. She plans to spend
the first term of the 2000-01 academic year studying at the
University of Limerick, Ireland.

+ http: I / badger.state . wi. us / agencies/ dva / museum /
cwregts/1 wiscav.htrnl
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Lawrence sees a splendid season

of theatre

of Shakespeare)
a cast of hundreds

and opera) courtesy

Friel) Beaumarchais) Mozart) Shakespeare) Hellman) and

By Steven Blodgett

,..,J' s the curtain fell on the last perfor-

~

mance of the Spring Term play
The Little Foxes, members of the theatre and drama department breathed
a collective sigh of both relief and satisfaction. Satisfaction at the successful completion of an extraordinary season of Lawrence theatre and relief that this
year's large slate of theatre offerings had gone off
without a hitch.
And what a season it was!
It opened with a return engagement by members
of Actors from the London Stage. In early November,
a five-member British professional acting troupe
arrived on campus for a week-long residency, sponsored by ACTER (A Center for Theatre, Education,
and Research) , an educational program based in London and at the University of North Carolina. The
actors, all veterans of the classical theatre and bringing
performing credits with the Royal Shakespeare Company, the Royal National Theatre, and the BBC, spent
the week conducting workshops and speaking to
Freshman Studies classes on all aspects of Shakespearean
theatre.
"It is fair to say that a fall visit by ACTER has
become a Lawrence tradition," observes department
chair and Associate Professor of Theatre and Drama
Richmond Frielund. " It is now integrated into every
Freshman Studies student's experience."
During their stay at Lawrence the troupe presented
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three performances of a highly unusual production of
William Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. With few props,
costumes, or lighting effects and no scenery to speak of,
the five actors portrayed nearly 30 different characters
in the complicated Shakespearean farce. The actors
shifted roles through gesture, stance, intonation, or the
simple use of a skirt or scarf Chairs served as tables,
cauldrons, thrones, or podiums as needed. The production relied on the spoken words to carry the play. It
was a Twelfth Night that, at its end, found the audience
on the edge of their seats, awed at the energy and
amazing physical and verbal adeptness of the actors.
In late November, the theatre department
mounted Brian Friel's play Translations, directed by
Assistant Professor of Theatre and Drama Timothy X.
Troy, '85, whose position is made possible by the J.
Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis Professorship in Theatre
and Drama. Set in 1832, in Baile Beag (Gaelic for
"small town") in the County of Donegal, Ireland, the
play recounts the British anny's campaign to replace
the native Gaelic with English, an attempt to end centuries of fighting by setting up a political union based
on a common language. The story line, which centers
on a British soldier who falls in love with an Irish peasant girl and with Ireland itself, represents the quest for
identity, love, and a sense of place.
Not only did the student cast perfonn before full
houses in a four-show run in the Cloak Theatre, they,
along with director Troy, received the honor of

performing at the Pabst Theatre in Milwaukee in January as
part of the Kennedy Center/ American College Theatre
Midwest Festival. Translations was one of eight invited college and university productions selected from among 40
entries in the five-state region ofWisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, and Michigan and was the only entry chosen from
among 11 Wisconsin nominated productions. Nearly 1,000
productions and 20,000 students nationwide participate
annually in the ACTF competition, a program founded in
1969 to encourage, recognize, and celebrate the finest and
most exciting work produced in college and university
theatre programs.

1'i11lothy 1roy,

011 Lawrence:~

invitati011

to contpete in the ACTF conzpetition:

uWc were up

a(._~ainst

theatre dcpartnzcHts

two and three tintes our si ·e, includin. ~
many that have graduate programs."

Cast members of Mozart's Figaro

"We were honored and delighted to be singled out
from among so many high-quality programs in our region,"
Troy says. With no school-size divisions in the ACTF competition, Lawrence's regional selection meant that it
production was chosen over some much larger universitie .
"We were up against theatre departments two and three
times our size, including many that have graduate programs," Troy adds.
In addition to an invitation to the regional competition,
Lawrence's production also was awarded two Merit Awards
by the ACTF for acting ensemble and director. Three members of the Translations cast - Paul Hurley, '01, Maple
Grove, Minnesota; Chris Meadows, '00, Milwaukee; and
Cori White, '01, Minneapolis- were selected for the Irene
Ryan Acting Scholarship Competition and were among

more than 250 student actors who performed individually
before a panel of judges in Milwaukee. Hurley was singled
out by the national adjudicators attending the regional
festival for his outstanding performance in the competition.
Perhaps the most challenging and innovative offering of
the 1999-2000 theatre season was the bold attempt to put on
two complementary productions of The Marriage if Figaro,
beginning with the play by Beaumarchais in February and
followed by the opera version by Mozart in March. While
the opera version of Figaro is well known, the Beaumarchais
play is infrequently performed. It is extremely rare to present
both in a single season; in fact, according to Frielund, "it is
utterly unique for a small liberal arts college to attempt, let
alone accomplish, such a feat."
The play, directed by Professor of English Mark
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Dintenfass, and the Conservatory Opera performance of
Mozart, with Professor Troy as stage director and Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra conductor Bridget-Michaele Reischl,
associate professor of music and the Kimberly-Clark Professor of Music, as music director, offered Freshman Studies students the unprecedented opportunity to read, see, and hear
The Marriage of Figaro in two different contexts. A delight for
both the Lawrence and Appleton communities, the two
Figaros provided a "teaching moment" for all.
Emerging triumphant from the success of the Figaro
duet, the theatre and drama department hosted a traveling
company from Minneapolis' Guthrie Theater in April. In
addition to conducting workshops and impromptu theatrical
tutorials, the Guthrie Theater ensemble brought their
acclaimed touring production of A Midsummer Night's Dream
to the Stansbury stage for two nights. Directed by artistic
director Joe Dowling, the Guthrie adaptation has been
praised by critic as "breathtaking in its modernity - original, vigorously paced, and wonderfully acted." The presence
of a major touring company on campus brought further distinction to an already impressive playbill.
In April, the Wild pace Dance Company of Milwaukee,
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a modern dance company of growing renown, brought their
premier production of Dancing Aloud to Lawrence . Dancing
Aloud, an evening of dance works based on contemporary
fiction , featured the choreography of artistic director Debra
Loewen in an exploration of narrative theme and characterizations. Loewen, who also brought Wild Space to Lawrence
last year, presented workshops for acting classes throughout
the academic year in preparation for the group's return
engagement. Ben Roney, '01, Adrian, Michigan, provided
the set design for the performance.
Founded in 1986, the Wild Space Dance Company has
performed in New York City at the Dance Theater Workshop, in Chicago at Link's Hall, and throughout southeastern
Wisconsin. Wild Space is Milwaukee' only dance company
creating ite-specific choreography. Large-scale site-specific
work have included performances in empty swimming
pools, at the Milwaukee Art Museum, and on a barge in the
Milwaukee River. Bringing Wild Space back to campus gave
theatre students a rare glimpse at the creative and technical
underpinnings of modern dance.
Finally, in May, The Little Foxes, directed by first-year,
tenure-track faculty member Kathleen Dudley [Lawrence
Today, Spring 2000] rounded out a hugely successful season.
Lillian Hellman's masterpiece of American theatre is an
explosive family drama set in the Deep South at the turn of
the 20th century. Dudley describes The Little Foxes as a suspenseful, emotionally-charged melodrama - "it is as if the
wall of a house has been removed and the audience sits as
unwilling witness to the ugliness that emerges within a
family as they struggle for power and grapple with who is
going to get hold of the family business."
Written in 1939, the play is charged with harsh, period
language about gender and race, making it challenging to the
sensitivities of director, cast members, and audience alike.
While initially somewhat hesitant over the selection, Dudley
viewed the play as a wonderful opportunity to not only
expose students to a time-honored American drama but also
to examine the historical context of the play's language and
depictions, both of which were accomplished in full.
As the applause faded away, the only remaining question
for the theatre and drama department was: What do you do
next to top all this? LT

+ http:/ / www.unc.edu / depts / acter/
http:/ / kennedycenter.org/ education/ actflregions.htrnl
http: / / www.milwaukeearts.com/ dance/
wildspacecal.htrnl

Students bypass the
beaches for spring
break service projects

By Rick Peterson

Sand, surf, and un are time-honored traditions of college
spring break , but when 39 Lawrence students headed
south during this year's Spring Term recess, they had a different "s" on their minds: service.
Habitat for Humanity, Heifer Project International, and
the rural Paraguayan school of Pa'i Pucu were the recipients
of generous doses of sweat equity by the students, who willingly traded sand in their swimsuits for dirt under their nails.
Columbus, Georgia, was the destination of 26 students,
who collectively spent a week awing, sanding, and shingling
while helping construct a 1,200-square-foot, two bedroom
house for Habitat for Humanity.
"The enthusiasm just oozed out of everyone," says Beth
Halpern, '02, La Grange, Illinois, who helped organize an
HFH chapter on campus last year and led this year's trip. "I
couldn't get over how well the group worked together. And,
even though people were dead tired by the end of each day,
they still wanted to work as hard as they possibly could to get

that house done before we left.
"I came back to school on such an emotional high.
This trip made me believe that every little bit can make a
difference," Halpern adds.
Seven women bypassed the beaches of Florida for the
back roads of Arkansas to do volunteer community service at
the working ranch of Heifer Project, an international organization dedicated to promoting sustainable farming practices
and exploring solutions to hunger through animal agriculture. Heifer Project provides livestock and other animals to
impoverished areas in more than 115 countries around the
world, including the United States, helping families and communities become more self-reliant.
Trading a week of respite from classes and research
papers for a week of daily chore , the students fed livestock,
milked goats and cows, and prepared gardens for spring planting. In addition to their volunteer tasks, they participated in
various educational activities, learning about root causes
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This page: Lawrentians
in service to Pa'i Pucu
school in Paraguay, led
by Professor Elia Armacanqui-Tipacti (standing,
third from left). Previous
page: Habitat for
Humanity housebuilders

of global hunger and the relationships between population
densities, drought cycles, and natural resource depletion.
"Heifer Ranch offers incredible learning experiences
and provides people on spring break trips like ours unique
opportunities to grow as a group through shared experiences," says Heidi Bu se, '00, Clintonville, who spent last
summer as an educational outreach intern at the Heifer
Project.
"Learning to communicate and cooperate are skills
students can take with them wherever they go," Busse notes.
The most ambitious of the three trips involved a 35-hour,
5,000-mile cross-cultural journey to rural Paraguay. Six
students, each of whom paid his or her own airfare, served as
unofficial goodwill ambassadors for the children ofPa'i Pucu,
an isolated boarding school founded by Swiss missionaries in
1962 for the children of migrant workers . The Lawrentians
arrived with 20 large boxes and suitcases of donated items
they had collected, including $1,300 worth of medicine;
more than 1,000 pounds of clothing, school supplies, and
books; several pounds of plant seeds; a computer; and 1,600
in cash for the purchase of an industrial-strength copier.
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"This was a once-in-a-lifetime experience," says Elia
Armacanqui-Tipacti, a sistant professor of Spanish, who
accompanied the students. "The tudents were so motivated
by the experience that they want to go back again next
spring. Some of them would like to return this summer. This
is the best teaching experience I have had.
"The students learned a great deal about the good heart
of Paraguayan children," Armacanqui-Tipacti adds, "and the
trip changed their own views of life. They are much more
appreciative now of the things they have, and they came back
ready to make a difference in society."
And those are sentiments that are sure to outla t even the
deepest tan. LT

+

http :/ /www.lawrence.edu/community/vol.shtrnl
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Remembering Warren Beck

By Gerry Max, '67

rowsing through a used bookstore in
Berkeley, I recently found an inscribed
copy of the 1951 Antioch Press edition
ofWarren Beck's novel The Final Score.
The blurb on the dust jacket hailed it as
"one of the first novels to explore the
20th-century American hero-demagogue his origins and menace ."
Motivated by little more than an
impulse to retrieve son1ething I might
never see again that reminded me, not
unpleasantly, of my past, I bought the book for $45.
Professor of English Warren Beck, novelist, literary
critic, and teacher of creative writing, died in 1986; he was
born in 1896. One of several legendary faculty members
recruited by President Henry Merritt Wriston in the 1920s,
he taught at Lawrence from 1926 until his retirement in
1968. In 1945 Beck was a faculty member of the United
States Army University, Shrivenham, England, and, for
several years after 194 7, he taught during summers at the
Bread Loaf School of English, Middlebury College.
Beck was not at all the fuddy duddy or ivory tower
elitist I have heard him called, nor was he at all smug or \=Ondescending. If wisdom and good sense have an elegance, he
seemed, well, elegantly wise and elegantly sensible. A man of
old-world charm, he seemed at times archaic. Yet, by
projecting an image of high personal culture, he aimed at
instilling in his students some of his own breeding.
One 1night have thought him born and bred on Boston's
Beacon Hill, not in Richmond, Indiana; to have attended
British, not American, schools (notably Earlham College and
Columbia University); and to have doted chiefly on Hazlitt
and Tennyson, not Faulkner and Joyce. In appearance, he
might have been mistaken for the head of a broker,age firm.
Or a senior loan officer who knows how to close the deal . A
banker certainly, not a writer. One thinks ofT. S. Eliot and

Warren Beck, author and professor of English

the highly respectable position he occupied m an English
bank.
He was of average height and lightly built. Wellgroomed, typically he wore gray suits - expensive tweeds.
He always wore a tie. His shoes were polished leather. At
convocations, he truly enjoyed the dignity the acade1nic
gown and mortarboard bestowed upon him. In class, as the
clock truck 10:00 or ll:OO, I recall that first quietly theatric
step he took onto the wooden podium. Very much as a
preacher with his Bible, he then placed his text on the lectern
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and opened it to the place he had assigned. Reverent, the students grew silent and attentive.
He taught at good schools where he could be reasonably
certain that his students had done their assignments, that they
took decent notes, and that they discussed course content
outside of class. Even then, I doubt he was drawn irresistibly
to teaching. I think he believed, as Thomas Wolfe, an
English teacher for a time himself, that, beyond the "mechanicals," there isn't much one can teach in the writing arts.
Still, I wanted to be a writer, and I knew that Warren
was a published writer ofboth fiction and non-fiction. Before
I actually entered Lawrence in the fall of 1963, I had spent
many days and evenings, happily mistaken for a student, at
the union and the library. Occasionally, in that old tableau of
routine campus sensations, I saw Professor Beck on his strolls.
Summers, he carried a walking stick and looked vaguely the
butterfly sleuth in his creased knee-length shorts, well-shined
OA..-fords, boater hat, and dark knee-high elastic-band socks.
On those nature marches, he might stop, literally, to smell the
roses .
I had been told that this lover of nature had single-handedly resurrected William Faulkner and gotten him back into
print with the Man in Motion essays. I also had heard that,
besides scholarly articles, he wrote fiction. And I had heard,
from an upperclassman, that he was a better teacher of writing than a writer.
In 1965 I enrolled in Professor Beck's course English
Ro111antic Poetry. Great poems were devotions, and he read
them as such, going at times into cahn ecstasies from the
touch of their images. The great poets, most of them, were
to him the fathers of his own best thoughts, and their works
were golden oracles. The emotion showed on his face. Like
a virtuoso pianist with quiet hands, he knew when to lift his
voice from the last phrase. He seldom read odd meanings into
a poem but explained what it meant using its own terms and
frame of reference. He stuck to the big names. Obscure
authors, as best I could tell, were, for him, rightfully obscure.
It was fundamentally important to Professor Beck that
students, first of all, under tand a writer's meaning by and of
itself and that they resist projecting their personal experience
into that meaning. Self-indulgent interpretations or free-associations were no-nos.
In those days my academic efforts were half-hearted, and
I resented authority. On my own I had read major and minor
poets for years, and I believed I knew what they said to me.
It was hard to teach me anything because I believed I already
had been taught. For a course called English Romantic Poetry
I had little idea what I was upposed to write about subjects
that seemed to me to have been fully written about already.
I had even less of an idea how I was suppo ed to be objec-
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tively tested about poets I thought were subjective. I was
sensitive to the material, but perhaps I only thought I knew
what each poet was saying and had little idea of what each
poet "meant." Anyway, I liked the "plus" part of the C + I
got in the course.
The qualities of my own character at that time created in
me more anxiety than the course itself. Restless, a daydreamer, harmlessly distracted, and immature, I seldom took
notes but, rather, scrawled out the next lines of my own
poem in progress, meanwhile wondering why I should have
to compete with the likes ofByron, Shelley, and Keats. Oh,
had I only the skill then to reckon my groans, I would have
written better papers and poems. Maybe regret is illumination
come too late, but in my case, I could be thankful that there
had been illuminations at all. Warren Beck was one such
illumination. LT

Gerry Max, '67, received the M.A. in
classics, Ph.D. in ancient history, and
M. L. S. in library and information science
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and also has received awards to study at the
University of California-Berkeley, the
University of Chicago's Oriental Institute,
and Harvard University. Besides collecting
and appraising rare manuscripts and books,
he teaches various humanities-related courses at Lakeland College
while also serving as librarian at the Hillel Foundation Jewish
Community Center at UW-Madison. Pertinent to his interest in
Warren Beck as an English teacher, he has Just completed a book
on Thomas Wolfe's years as an English teacher at ew York
University and is presently preparing an edition of the poems of
Paul Moo~tey (1904-39).

A Warren Beck Bibliography

The Blue Sash and Other Stories, 1941
Final Score (novel), 1944
The First Fish and Other Stories, 1947
Pause under the Sky (novel), 1947
The Far Wl1istle and Other Stories, 1951
IHto Thin Air (novel), 1951
Huck Finn at Phelps Farm (monograph), 1958
j\!fan in Motion: Faulkner's Trilogy, 1961
The Rest Is Silence and Other Stories, 1963
Joyce's "Dubliners": Substance, Vision, and Art, 1969
Faulkner: Essays, 1976
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Bosnian student has
come a long way

By Rick Peterson
Igor Frankovic, '01 (right) and men's basketball coach John Tharp

Even though he speaks five languages, Igor
Frankovic is still left mon1.entarily speechless
w h en he thinks about all that has transpired
for him to wind up on the Lawrence
U niversity campus this past fall.
For many students the trip to college is little more than a
trek across town, but Frankovic's journey has resembled a
lesson in global geography. His odyssey to Appleton has
taken him from war-torn Bosnia to Hamburg, Germany,
with stops in Klamath Falls, Oregon, and Burlington, Iowa,
along the way. And beyond the requisite good grades and
impre sive extracurricular activities, Frankovic's resume
includes blind faith, unwavering determination, and the
kindness of strangers.
Only child of a Serbian mother and a Croatian father, his
circuitous trip actually began in 1992. When snipers began

roaming the halls of his Sarajevo school, his parent decided
the 6me had come to flee their home and make a dash to the
Gemun border to live with relative in Hamburg.
When Germany began deporting refugees, the fates
intervened on his behalf. Frankovic's high school basketball
coach in Hamburg - an American originally from Oregon
- was able to arrange for a host family in southern Oregon
to take Frankovic in for a year. He spent his senior year,
1995-96, at Klamath Union High School.
After graduation, Frankovic returned to his family in
Hamburg, but attending college in Germany was not an
option due to his refugee status. A year later, still under the
cloud of deportation, basketball and fate again conspired on a
solution.
As a member of a good-will basketball team that was
touring the U.S. West Coast . in the ummer of 1997,
Frankovic met the basketball coach from an Iowa cmmnunity
college who was there on a recruiting trip. A short time later,
he was enduring a two-day bus trip that took him from Portland, Oregon, to the Mississippi River community of
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lawrence will give me some

stability," says Frankovic.
11

Knowing where I will be

and what I will be doing for
the next two years is a big
relief, not only to me but
also to my parents."

Burlington, home of Southeastern Community College.
ln the spring of 1999, Frankovic earned his associate's
degree from SECC, graduating with a hiny 3.77 grade point
average and a cloudy future. While his parents were frantically seeking immigrant status to the U.S. or Canada to avoid
being sent back to Bo nia, Frankovic was desperately trying
to avoid his own trip back home.
" I was just trying to stay in the U.S., with basketball or
without it," says Frankovic, who was befriended by a
Burlington family who took him into their home after he
finished school. He spent the summer helping in their family
landscaping bu in ess while ttying to figure out a way of staying in the states.
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For a third time, Frankovic was the beneficiaty of a
stroke of good fortune. The athletic director at SECC
recalled he had played college basketball against Lawrence
men's head coach John Tharp. He contacted Tharp with the
tale of Frankovic's plight.
"My first reaction was that this is a kid l hoped Lawrence
could do something for," Tharp says of his surprise midAugust phone call. "I encouraged Igor to come to visit and
check the place out."
" I definitely liked what I saw and was really impressed.
For one thing, it wasn't in the middle of a corn field,"
Frankovic says in all seriousness. " l just hoped everything
could be worked out."
It was, and now Frankovic intends to pursue a bachelor's
degree in mathematics-computer science.
"Lawrence will give me some stability," say Frankovic,
who speaks English, French, German, and Spanish as well as
Serbo-Croatian. "Knowing where I will be and what I will
be doing for the next two years is a big relief, not only to me
but also to my parents."
Frankovic has not seen his parents in nearly 20 months.
Turned down by the U.S. and Canada, his parents, still in
limbo, have turned to Australia for immigration status to
avoid returning to Bosnia. Their work permits have been
revoked, and Frankovic worries about them evety day.
"They haven't been able to work and they can't go
home, because it is just a horrible situation in Bosnia," he
says. "There are no jobs, no money. The economy is either
corrupt or nonexistent. I need to get my college degree and
tart helping my family. That puts on a lot of pressure, but I'll
do whatever I have to do."
Mature beyond his 22 years, thanks to his Kafkaesque
life history, Frankovic is nearly overcome with emotion
when he reflects on the past seven years.
"I can't think of a way to express my gratitude to the
people who have done so much for me. Every time I found
myself in a situation where I thought I was in a corner, something always worked out. It makes you think about a lot of
things and makes you appreciate everything you have." LT
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The soft-spoken sw1mmer
with the lightning stroke
By Joe Vanden Acker

Daniel Hurley, '02, must have felt as if he were in the deep
end of the pool. Standing on tiptoes . Head barely above
water.
It was one of those sink or swim occasions. Actually, it
was the 1999-2000 Winter Term at Lawrence. A psychology
major and a standout on the men's swimming team, Hurley's
academic schedule featured three science courses with labs,
and it was, of course, the middle of the swimming season. As
the pressure built toward the end of the term and the Midwest Conference Swimming and Diving Championships
loomed on the horizon, the sophomore fi·om Paradise, Newfoundland, Canada, proved him elf a scholar-athlete to be
reckoned with.
In the end, Hurley concluded a successful academic
term, and he helped the Vikings to their first conference
championship since 1996. Competing in Lawrence's Boldt
Natatorium on February 13, the Viking swimmers, led by
Hurley's three individual championships, cored 793 points
to top second-place Grinnell College by 44 points.
"I thought we could do it, but I was never 100 percent
sure," Hurley says. " If we kept swimming at the level we
were capable of, I knew we could do it. Everyone had been
doing really well.

"We trained hard," he says, "knowing that we might
have a shot at the championship this year. The momentum
just kept building, and when we finally did it, I was just
ecstatic."
Hurley knew he was in for a long and difficult season,
but the soft-spoken young man with the lightning-fast
strokes in the pool just took it in stride.
" I had three science courses, three labs, and they were
all classes where you were forced to keep up," Hurley says,
referring to weekly quizzes or "questions of the day."
" I had to do more than I've ever done at school," he
adds." [The coaches] understand that you're both scholar and
athlete, and that you're here for the academics first. That's
really important to me. I actually had to cut back a
little bit on swimnun g, so then I had to focus more and work
harder in the practices that I did come in for. At that point I
realized I wasn't going to have much time, and I really had
to kick it into gear."
It was more like putting it into overdrive. Hurley won
all three individual events he swam in at the conference
championships and was part of winning 800-yard freestyle
and 400 freestyle relay teams. He broke his own conference
record in the 400 individual medley with a time of 4 nunutes,
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11.71 seconds, topping the previous mark of 4:13.16. The
800 relay team of Hurley; Chri Worman, '02, Warrensburg,
Missouri; Steve Wolfe, '03, Menomonie; and Tom Carroll,
'03, Elmhurst, Illinoi , also set a conference record with a
time of 7:05.81. The 400 freestyle relay team of Hurley,
Worman, Wolfe, and Anthony Nickel, '00, Ashwaubenon,
swam to victory in 3:14.89. And, Hurley earned victories in
the 1,650 freestyle (16:39.19) and 500 freestyle (4:43.37) and
broke both Boldt Natatorium records in the process.
"I did enjoy watching him kick butt," says Tom Carroll,
adding that Hurley is a force in and out of the pool. "He's
always up there leading a cheer or getting people up or doing
something enjoyable or necessary."
Carroll and Hurley are brothers in the Beta Theta Pi
fraternity, where Hurley is the freshman's "big brother." As
advisor, counselor, sounding board, friend, and the fraternity's
vice-president, Hurley quickly bonded with his swimming
teammate.
"We are like a family on the swim team," Hurley says,
"and that's the best part of swimming at Lawrence."
Understanding how one person in an individual port
like swimming operates within a team was something of a
new concept to Hurley.
The teenager who had won virtually everything in ight
back in Newfoundland now admits that he cared only for his
own goals at the time. Without knowing it, he was about to
be thrust into a totally different environment.
"When I came into this program, I was more of an individualist. My racing was a personal thing," he recalls. "Then
I came here, where everyone was really upportive. You
know you're part of the team, and you sacrifice for the team.
"I think that sweating together, bleeding together is
what pulls people together. Some of the closest friends I'll
ever have are on this swim team right now. After three
weeks on the team my freshman year, I felt as if I'd known
these people my entire life. "
Lawrence men's and women's head swimming coach
Kurt Kirner treats the team concept as law. Kirner admits he
preaches team, team, team, and more team in a sport of individual events.
"When you come to Lawrence, it becomes much more
of a team sport," Kirner says. "It has to be for us to be
successful. Daniel was able to integrate into the team right
away. He saw there were others who were after the ame
thing he was."
Hurley began swimming competitively in third grade,
and many things came naturally to him in the pool. As he
progressed through the junior high and high school ranks, he
knew that college and swimming would become one.
"Swimming's a big part of my life, and I really enjoy it,"
he says, "but I decided that, if I was going to college, I
wanted to go somewhere where I would get an education
first and still be able to swim and not have to worry about
making sacrifices in my academic work."
By the time Hurley received information from
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Lawrence, he had pretty much
made up his mind that he was going
to attend a smaller school. In the
end, Lawrence was the only place
I feel as if
to which he applied.
"I really liked the fact that
Lawrence was liberal arts and had
I'm doing
that all-encompassing education
but also had a really strong science
program," says Hurley, whose
is a psychologist and who e
father
too much,
mother is a social worker.
While Hurley made his mark
in the Lawrence and conference
but I've
record books this past season, resting on his laurels is not in his plans.
Coach Kirner looks at the past season
been able
as a breakthrough year and uses
Hurley's record-setting performance in the 400 individual medley
to hold it
as an example. While it was not his
best event, Kirner says, Hurley
made it the highlight of his season
by viewing it as a challenge rather
together.
than an obstacle.
"He knew that things were
going to be hard this winter, but he
realized he could tighten the screws a little bit and do better,"
the coach says.
With a conference title tucked neatly into his pocket and
a hard ten weeks of studying behind him, Daniel Hurley did
just what most college students do on spring break. Right?
Wrong. Hurley chose to rejuvenate himself not in Daytona Beach or Cancun but in Columbus, Georgia, working
on a Habitat for Humanity house. With 25 other students, he
took a 20-plus hour ride into the uncharted territory ofhome
construction to help a needy family ( ee page 37).
"We started with the foundation, and, by the time we
left, we had a house. That was great," he says. "When you
think about building a whole house, you might say, 'There's
no way we're going to be able to do this .' When it really
come down to it, it's a lot of imple things . That is what
amazes me the most. It's not that hard, but there are o many
little things that have to come together."
Whether it's swimming, community service, the classroom, or the fraternity, Hurley discovers again and again the
value of sacrifice and dedication.
"I find myself doing so many things here, " he says.
" Sometimes I feel as if I'm doing too much, but I've been
able to hold it together. It's nice to know I'm giving something back and doing more than just being a student and a
swimmer." LT

+ http :/ / www.lawrence.edu/ dept/ athletics/
swimming/ index.html
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Notes from the
Locker Room
This was no winter of discontent for
Lawrence University athletics.
The 1999-2000 winter sports season
saw the Vikings make their mark both in
the Midwest Conference and nationally.
The men's swim team claimed the conference championship, and the women's
team placed second. Both the men's and
women's basketball teams advanced to
their conference tournaments, and the
men's squad went on to the league title
game. Three Lawrence wrestlers competed at the NCAA Division Ill championships, and fencer Jeff Peyton, '01,
returned to the NCAA fencing championships for the third consecutive year.
The men's swimming and diving
team won its first conference title since
1996 by compiling 793 points. Grinnell
College finished second with 749.
Daniel Hurley, '02 (see page 43), won
three individual titles to pace the Vikings.
Hurley, Paradise, Newfoundland, Canada,
claimed victories in the 1,650-yard
freestyle, the 500 freestyle, and the 400
individual medley, setting a conference
record in the latter. Anthony Nickel, '00,
Ashwaubenon, earned Lawrence's other
individual title when he won the 50
freestyle. The team of Hurley; Chris Worman, '02, Warrensburg, Missouri; Steve
Wolfe, '03, Menomonie; and Tom Carroll,
'03, Elmhurst, Illinois, won the 800
freestyle relay in a conference-record time.
The team of Carroll, Wolfe, Worman, and
Nickel captured the 200 freestyle relay,
and the team of Worman, Wolfe, Carroll,
and Greg Woodford, '01, Chicago, Illinois,
won the 400 freestyle relay.
Alyssa Bonine, '00, Portland, Oregon,
led the women's team to its second-place
finish b'y winning the 100 freestyle and
100 butterfly. In addition, she was part of
the team that won the 200 freestyle relay,
which also included Amanda Forsberg,
'00, Golden Valley, Minnesota; Lisa Nickel,
'02, Ashwaubenon; and Alison Van
Dyken, '03, Grandville, Michigan.
Lawrence wrestler Ross Mueller, '01,

Richfield, earned the best finish in
school history and grabbed All-·
America honors when he finished
third at 174 pounds at the NCAA
championships. Mueller defeated
Rob Murray of Loras College 9-1 in
the third-place match. The best previous finish by a Lawrence wrestler was
fifth place by Mike Hoskins in 1998.
Heavyweight Scott Fischer, '02,
Kimberly, upset Jason Ott of the
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse 76 in a second-round match and
reached the quarterfinals before he
was eliminated. Andy Kazik, '02, De
Pere, qualified for the NCAA meet at
184 pounds but was eliminated
after two matches. Lawrence finished 18th in the team standings
with 17.5 points.
Peyton, a native of Wilmette,
Illinois, finished 22nd in men's foil at
the NCAA fencing championships at
Stanford University. Peyton, making
Point guard Mike Cogill (12), '0 1, drives to the basket past
his third consecutive appearance at
Ripon College defender Jerry Liska (52) during Lawrence's
the NCAA meet, won five bouts.
65-62 victory over the Red Hawks on February 12 at
The men's basketball team Alexander Gymnasium.
rode a late-season surge to reach
to the AII-MWC first team. Rueden was an
the championship game of the Midwest
all-around player for the Vikings and was
Conference Tournament. The Vikings won
among the team leaders in numerous catfive consecutive games, including an upset
egories. Carney was second on the team
of heavily favored Lake Forest College,
in scoring, at 10.8 points per game, and
before falling to Ripon College in the title
led her teammates with 7.6 rebounds per
game. The Vikings finished the season 13-11 .
game.
Lawrence's Adam LaVoy, '01, OreThe Lawrence hockey team had its
gon, earned Midwest Conference Player of
first
season
under new head coach Dave
the Year honors after leading the conferRuhly. While the Vikings finished 1-15-1,
ence in scoring at 22.7 points per game
the team started building a foundation for
while shooting 51.7 percent from the
the future. Defenseman Stuart Manning,
floor. Nate Leverence, '00, Mukwonago,
'02, Monona, was named to the All-Midsparked Lawrence's upset of Lake Forest
west Collegiate Hockey Association
by scoring 36 points against the Foresters
second team, and Lawrence claimed the
and was given honorable mention on the
Team Sportsmanship Award. Goaltender
AII-MWC team.
Grant Henderson, '02, Monona, and forThe Lawrence women's basketball
ward Tom Conti, '02, Dunwoody, Georgia,
team enjoyed another stellar season and
both earned conference Player of the
again reached the conferenc~ tournaWeek honors during the season. JVA
ment. Lake Forest downed the Vikings in
the tournament semifinals, and Lawrence
finished the season 12-11. Two Lawrence
players, Mindy Rueden, '00, Appleton, and
Jenny Carney, '00, Kimberly, were named

+

http://www.lawrence .edu/dept/athletics/varsity.shtml
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Lawrence University
Alumni Association
Jonathan W. Bauer, '83
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Raymond]. Ramsey, '88
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Janice Daniels Quinlan, '74
Director of Alumni Rel ation
Andrea M. Powers, '94
Assistant Director of Alunmi
R elations

Board of Directors
William E. Beringer, '50
Angela M. Bier, '98
Margi Briggs-Lofton, '76
Betty Domrose Brown, M -D '47
Kathleen W. Callaghan, C '99
Mary L. Carlson-Mason, '72
J o hn R. Chandler, '77
Elizabeth Van Buskirk Deckman, '85
Becky Doyle, '00
Diane Bass Greatwood, C '53
James Hansen, '00
Todd W. Hausmann, '85
J ane Voss Holro yd, '61
Walter]. I aac, '64
N ancy Moran Larson, '48
Nancy Perkins Lindsey, M-D '54
E li zabeth Wood MacDonald, '44
Andrew D. McNeill, '79
Victoria Moerchen, '86
Jim Moran, '00
Charles L. Newhall, '86
R. Paul Nickel, '97
Jo Howarth Noon an, '78
Mi a T. Paul, '95
Kelly Carroll Rhodes, '89
Jessica Seaberg, '00
Betsy Grausnick Sonnemann, M-D '48
George Swope, Jr., '72
Lee Traven, '52
Barbara von Behren Uhlman , '67
Nancy Freeman Wallace, '73

Why no Downer class notes?
Alumnae of Milwaukee-Downer College
may have been surprised by the declining
number of class notes from among their
ranks across the past few issues, culm.inating with this issue, in which there are
none. You're not alone; it caught the
editor by surprise, too. H appily, the
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situation is temporary and should be selfrectifying.
It turns out that one consequence of
moving Milwaukee-Downer's Reunion
Weekend 'from the spring to the fall has
been to shift the M-D class secretaries'
newsletter mailings later into the calendar year. For this year only, that h.a left
a gap in the annual cycle of cia s
newsletters, which are the single major
so urce of Lawre11ce Today class notes. As
th e class secretati es resume publication in
the coming months, the flow of news to
Lawre11ce Today should gradually return to
normal.
In the meantime, you can help fill
the gap by submittin g your news directly
to the Office of Alumni Relations,
Lawrence University, P.O. Box 599,
Appleton, Wisconsin 54912-0599 or to
alumni@ lawrence.ed u or by fax to
920-832-6783. (That goes for Lawrence
alumni, too.) GEI3

Lawrence 1925
Harriet Lucas Osinga, age 96, resides
in an assisted-li ving facility in Seminole,
Florida, and, according to her grandson,
Bob Buesing, reads Lawre11ce Today from
cover to cover.

Lawrence 1935
Helen Cornell Cartwright, Dixon,
Illinois, keeps busy volunteering and
last spring attended an Elderhostel in
Williamsburg, Virgjnia .
Oscar Gram, Lacey, Washington, and
his wife, Mary Jane, do volunteer work
in Panorama City and Lacey.
Mary Brooks Robbins, Bedford, New
York, is vety actively involved with the
Northern Westchester H ospital Center.
Alice Bauman Rousseau, Key Largo,
Florida , volunteers in the Ocean Reef
lub ' libraty.

Lawrence 1939
65th Reun i on , June 2004

Dorothy Blake Abendroth and her
husband, Harry Abendroth, '49, live
in Madison, where she is retired from
teaching in the M adison M etropolitan
School District and he i retired as a
geologist for the Union Carbide Corporation.
Clark E. Nixon, La Cro se, li ves in
anibel, Florida, from November
through April.
Kenneth E. and Alyce Delong (' 40)
Sannes, Augusta, South Carolina, are
actively involved in the Episcopa l
Church and in the Kairos Prison
Ministry.

Lawrence 1940
65th Reunion, June 2005

Monica Worsley Bayley and her
husband, Edwin R. Bayley, '41, live
in Carmel, California. She is retired as an
editor at Detennined Productions in San
Francisco, and he is professor erneritus of
journalism at the University of CaliforniaBerkeley.
Ruth Held Cape, N aples, Florida, has
volunteered at Luther M anor for 20
years and with H ead Start for ten.
Stanley and Dorothy Martin Cole
live in Normal, Illinois, where Stan is
an adj unct professor at Illinois State
University.
Robert H. Leverenz was featured in
the Sheboyga11 Press in 1999 as one of
" 100 People Who Shaped Sheboygan
County." Former president and CEO of
the Leverenz Shoe ompany, he now
operates a one-person consultin g busin ess
called RHL Co nsultin g Service . In May,
Leverenz was inducted into the Wisconsin
Business H aJJ of Fame.
Geraldine Kuehmsted Spencer, Aiken,
South Carolina, owns the Fair Lane
Horse Farm.
Mary Stroebe White, Madison , has
taught skiing for 30 years. She participated
in the alumni fun runs at Lawrence
Reunion Weekends in 1990, 1995, and
1999, setting records each time. " It's easy
when yo u have no competitio n lin your
age group], " she says.

Lawrence 1944
60th Reunion, June 2004

Betty Brown Cooper, Northville,
Michigan, transcribes English into Braille
for school textbooks.
Dayton F. Grafman, Phoenix, Arizona,
attended the Lawrence University Scholarship Luncheon in Appleton in October
and met the Lawrence student who is
the first recipient of the Dayton Fowler
Grafinan Piano Scholarship . Dayton,
who is Steinway Artist-in-Residence at
Washburn Piano ompany, produced
his 11th season of "Evenings with Steinway" concerts at the Scottsdale Center
for the Arts in 1999.

Lawrence 1950
55th Reunion , June 2005

Jean Bunks Ashton, Stamford, Connecticut, is an administrator and Englishas-a-second-language teacher at Norwalk
Hospital.
Nancy Grady Gajewski, Orlando,
Florida , and her husband, Ed, work parttime with talent agents and convention
staffing as well as keeping busy with
Gideons International.
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retired aeronautical
information specialist
and a retired English
teacher, respectively.
Kathryn Ellis Price,
Western Springs, Illinoi , was the subject
of a December article
in a local newspaper
conunending her years
of service to the comm unity and to the
First Congregational
Church as director of
a children's choir,
founder of the Sunshine hoir for seventh- and eighthgrade girls, and

Roger L. H ackbarth, Sun City enter,
Florida, volunteers at a local hospital and,
with his wife, Trude, is a member of the
security patrol for their residence.

Lawrence 1955
50th Re union, June , 2005

John Clay, Littleton, Colorado, and his
wife, Judy, are completing a 27-month
tour as Peace Corps volunteers in Sekgahgapeng, South Africa, working as
"school comrnunity resource persons."
Dirk French, Davidson, North Carolina,
is the Grey Professor of Classical tudies
at Davidson College. He and his wife,
Anne, accompanied 16 students to jordan, Turkey, Greece, Italy, and France
on a classical studies abroad program
from January to May.
Liz Mcin tyre Gibson , Northfield,
Illinois, is a travel consultant for Ivory
Isle Travel.
Rosennary Freennan Lehnnan,
Stoughton, is senior distance education
speciaLst at the new University of
Wiscon in Extension Distance Education
and Conference Center in Madison. She
also is chair, for the second year, of the
Governor's Wisconsin Ed ucational
Technology Conference.
Rob ert N. and Barbara Brooks ('56)
Meredith live in Chippewa Fall . Bob is
a board n1ember of the Chippewa Valley
Red C ross chapter, president of the
board for Mobile Meals, Inc., and a
trustee of the hi toric Cook Rutledge
Mansion.
Helnnut and Susan Wright (' 56)
Muehlhauser, St. Louis, Missouri, are a

TODAY

for the Episcopal Diocese of Western
Michigan.
Philip R . Weber, Loveland,
Colorado, i retired as a commercial
property underwriter and account
executive for Kemper Insurance.

Lawrence 1956
50th Reunion , June 2006

Richard L. Bundies, Kenosha, is
pre ident of Badger Press/ P hotographics, Inc.
David R. and Jacklyn Anderson
(' 58) Challoner, Gainesville, Florida,
spent a six-month sabbatical this year
in Washington, D.C., where David
began his work as foreign secretary
of the Institute of Medicine at the
National Academy of Sciences, a
part-time volunteer position. Back
in Gainesvill e, he
Kenneth F. Anderson, '52, assoc1is founding an
ate professor emeritus of communicaInstitute for Science Poli cy at the
tion arts at the University ofWisconUniversity of
sin-Fox Valley, and his wife, Ruth, have been
Florida, where he
honored in a very special way for their 33 years of
was vice-president
service to the UWFV theatre program. Ken taught
for health affairs
until his retiredrama and directed or acted in 290 plays at the twoment in September
year campus and for such local theatre groups as the
1999.
Riverside Players, Friends of Riverside, and Attic
Charlotte
Theatre. Ruth worked behind-the-scenes- literDarling-Diehl,
ally . Now displayed outside the theatre entrance at
Appleton, is
a working sc ulptor
UWFV is an 8-by-4-foot ceramic mural created by
(http://www.
students Penelope Redlich-Stroik and J eanne Fritz,
xmission.com /
now both art majors at the University ofWiscon~jase / cdd/ ) w ho
sin-Oshkosh. The sculpture features images of Ken
mentors one or
and Ruth accompanied by reproductions of handtwo high school
students in stone
bills from many of the plays produced during the
carving eac h sumAndersons' tenure.
mer and does a
one-week artistin-residence stint
director of the Tower Chimes English
in Appleton public schools each winHandbell Choir.
ter. In November, she was the feaDouglas M. Reinner, Winnetka, Illinois,
tured artist in Art in Wisconsi11, the
is a partner in the Chicago law firm of
Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors
McDermott, Will & Emery.
newsletter, and she is pre ident of
Jannes R . Sackett, Encino, alifornia,
Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors,
is profes or emeritus in the Institute of
Northeast Chapter.
Archaeology, University of CaliforniaDouglas H. Powell, Concord,
Los Angeles.
Massachusetts, has been appointed to
Len and Pat Lannbur Snnith live in
the National Academy of Science's
Benton Harbor, Michigan. Pat has
committee to advise NASA on flight
retired after 30 years of teaching kinderbeyond ea,rth orbit. He and his wife,
garten but still does some substituting.
Virginia Stone Powell, sold their
Len plans to retire in November after 35
finn, Powell Associate , of w hich
years in public office and will not be a
Ginny had been vice-president for 32
candidate for re-election as township
years, in 1998, and Doug retired
supervisor.
from the Harvard University Health
Robert A. Snnith, Dowagiac, M ichigan, .
Service in 1999.
is associate ecumenical-relations officer
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Kathryn Hougard Rathburn, Niwot,
Colorado, is retired as a language-arts
teacher and department chair in the
Boulder Valley Schools but continues to
volunteer at her former school and at a
grandson's grade school.
David L. and Barbara Bennett Sackett
live in Markdale, Ontario, Canada. Barbara
is researching and plans to write the
history of Irish Lake, where they live.
David, retired from clinical medicine, is
writing and doing research on the Web.

Alexander W.
Wilde, '62, in

February, was
appointed vicepresident for
conu11unications
at the Ford
Foundation in
New York City. He had directed
the foundation 's regional office in
Santiago, Chile, since 1994, overseeing programs in Colombia,
Peru, Chile, and Argentina. An
expert on international human
rights, he has published books and
articles and given frequent congressional testimony on issues of
democratization and foreign policy
in Latin America. Before joining
the Ford Foundation, he held
senior position at the Helen Kellogg Institute, the University of
Notre Dame, and the Woodrow
Wilson Center in Washington,
D.C. , where he co-produced the
"Focus" serie for National Public
Radio.
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Together they offer workshops for
teaching young clinicians from four
universities how to do patient-based
research.

lawrence 1957
45th Reunion , June 2003

Martin L. Deppe, Chicago, Illinois,
retired in 1999 after 38 years in the pastoral ministry in six churches in Chicago
and environs. Now he has time for such
projects as editing the poetry of Edith
Lovejoy Pierce (1904-1999) and writing
about the social development of the
United Methodist Church (1950-2000).
Gerald and Anne Defenderfer
Mattern, De Pere, volunteer for Unity
Hospice and Mobile Meals. Gerald is an
emeritus professor at St. Norbert College
and serves on the ACLU executive
board. Anne is retired from the De Pere
school system; she volunteers for the
Green Bay Botanical Gardens and leads
the Nicolet String Quartet. Both Gerald
and Anne are board members of Green
Bay Youth and the Green Bay Civic
Symphony.
Carlene Pratt Sorenson owns a gift
shop in Cripple Creek, Colorado. In
1999 she traveled to Russia and Japan
and perform.ed concerts in voice and
organ.

lawrence 1959
45th Reun i on , June 200 3

J. Gilbert Swift III and Sue Daniels
Swift, '62, both now retired, live in
Indianapolis, Indiana. Gil is the former
director of alumni relations at Lawrence.

lawrence 1960
45th Re u n ion , Jun e 2006

Judy Bell Bachleitner, New York,
New ·y ark, heads the music department
at the Rudolf Steiner School and runs a
bed and breakfast.
Tony Bok operates Hillside Farms in
Camden, Maine.

Jeffrey Bowen, Morrison, Colorado,
is an adjunct professor at Colorado
Mountain College.
Karl J. Giese is pastor of the United
Methodist C hurch in Sac City, Iowa.
C. Lee and Edith Miller Gilbertson,
live in pringfield, Massachusetts. Edith
is a supervisor with Ander en Consulting,
and Lee is priest of Blessed Sacrament
Church in Holyoke.
Helen Bystol Grothem, Madisonville,
Kentucky, is occupational therapy
assi tants program director at Madisonville
Technical College, where she established,
in 1996, the first educational program for
occupational therapy assistants in Kentucky, which was accredited in 1997.
She currently is developing an associate
degree program.
Henry A. "Mike" Harris, St. Paul,
Minnesota, is proprietor of the Harris
Tire Company. He also has been taking
instruction to become a lifeguide transformation coach.
Ronald H. Jensen, Livem10re, California,
is a cancer researcher at the University of
California-San Francisco.
Linda Oblander Jessen, Tallahassee,
Florida, is director of the Division of
Statutory Revision for the Florida
Legislature.
Karen Schwantes Keele is staff assistant at
All Saints Chapel in Sewanee, Tennessee.
Penelope Kegel-Flom, Houston,
Texas, is associate professor of psychology
at the University of Houston.
James M. Keldsen, Walnut Creek,
California, is a vice-president of US
Barile in San Francisco.
Karen-Jean Lacina Mufioz, Jacksonville,
Florida, is foreign language coordinator
and professor of Spanish and humanities
at Florida Community College at Jacksonville.
Tad B. and Hannah Gale Pinkerton
live in Madison. Tad recently retired a
deputy director of information at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Hannah, also retired, spent several weeks
teaching in outhem Spain with Global
Volunteers.
Gail Meier Reiman, Richardson,
Texas, is a medical technologist at the
Institute for Exercise and Environmental
Medicine at Presbyterian Hospital in
Dallas.
Theodore L. Steck, Chicago, is professor of biochemistty and molecular biology
and molecular genetics and cell biology
at the University of Chicago.
Gilbert W. Sutherland, Greenwood,
is retired after teaching psychology,
governn1ent, and hi tory for 32 year .
Karla Struck Tobar, Wilmington,

ALUMNI

Delaware, is director of group travel for
Ambas ador Travel.
John C. Wurster, Temple, Texas, is
staff urologist at a Veterans Administration
hospital and associate professor at the
Texas A&M Medical School. His wife is
Pat Gilmore Wurster, '61.

Lawrence 1966
35th Reunion, June 2001

Tom Countryman, Elmhurst, Illinois,
has retired as a high school Latin teacher.
Carol Weeks Devoss , St. Charles, Illinois, "officially" retired as a French and
Gem1an teacher in the St. Charles
schools, works as a barista in Gloria
J ean's Gourmet Coffees.
Wendy McClure McCalvy is manager
of Decision Farm in Racine. "The land
trust I helped start about five years ago
has bought three pieces of land and has
had a significant impact in our town
toward legislation to protect open
space," she reports. Wendy also sings
with a women's barbershop quartet.
Martha Evans Bothwell, Deer Park,
California, is president of The Bothwell
As ociates, Ltd.

Lawrence 1969
35th Reunion , June 2004

Ann Finney Batiza, Madison, is a
research associate in the Laboratory of
Molecular Biology at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
Nancy La Fountain Martin, Danville,
Illinois, is co-director of Peer Court, Inc.
John W. O'Boyle, Severna Park, Maryland, is president ofintercare, Inc., in
Greenbelt, Maryland.
Howard Sell, Tulsa, Oklahoma, is
managing attorney in the Hispanic Law
Offices.
Ann M . Wheeler-Barto], Bend,
Oregon, has left her job of 12 years as
assistant education director at the High
Desert Museum to do part-time community advocacy and organizing for Friends
of Bend, an organization "protecting and
enhancing the livability of the Bend
community."

James H . Merrell,
'75, the Lucy
Maynard Salmon
Professor of History
at Vassar College,
has won his second
Bancroft Prize for
his book I11to the
American Woods: Negotiators on the
Pennsylvania Frontier. Merrell, an
alumnus trustee of Lawrence University, was the college's ixth Rhodes
Scholar, receiving a B.A. degree in
modern hi tory from Oxford University in 1977 and the doctorate in history from. Johns Hopkin University
in 1982.
Merrell's first book, The Indians'
ew World: Catawbas and Their eighbors from European Contact Through the
Era if Removal, won the Frederick
Jackson Turner Award and the Merle
Curti Award from the Organization
of American Historians in addition to
the Bancroft Prize in 1989.
The Bancroft Prize has been
awarded annually by Columbia University since 1948 and i considered
the highest honor that can be bestowed
upon a work published in American
history (including biography) or
diplomacy.
Merrell's teaching and research
interests are in early American history
up to 1830, particularly the Indian
experience in colonial times. Into the
American Woods deals with the people
Merrell calls "go-betweens" - the
Europeans and Indians who moved
between cultures on the Pennsylvania
frontier as negotiators, tran lators, and
de facto diplomats.

Lawrence 1970
35th Reunion, June 2004

W. Alan Becker, Catharpin, Virginia,
has been re-elected by the Virginia
Legislature to a third six-year term as a
district court judge for the 31st Judicial
District of Virginia.
John and Mary Freeman Borgh live
in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He is the
retired chief financial officer of United
Health Care, and she is an antique dealer.
Paul G. Crommelin, Franklin,
Tennessee, is a self-employed artist

with his own shop, Advantage Artglass.
Julie T . Guth , Ironton, Minnesota, is
the program developer/ volunteer coordinator for the Mid-Minnesota Women's
Center.
Carol Middleton Hammes , Pine,
Colorado, is president of the Middleton
Group.
Brenda Kay Griffith Holland , Austin,
Colorado, i a clinical psychologist in
private practice.

TODAY

Sarah Jenkins McCool, San Juan,
Puerto Rico, is president of Jentell
Associates, Inc., which brokers jet airplanes and service for corporate aircraft
at the main airport in San Juan.
Allyn Jones Smith, Barnstable, Massachusetts, is a kindergarten teacher in the
Navset school system.
D ick Stocchetti, Beavercreek, Ohio, is
chief of readiness and nuclear surety in
the office of the inspector general, headquarters, Air Force Materiel Command,
Wright-Patterson AFB.
Jonathan R . Tittle, Lancaster, alifornia, is dean of the South Kern Center of
Cerro Coso Community College at
Edwards Air Force Base.

Lawrence 1971
30th Reun i on, June 2002

Sherry Lacenski, Denmark, is assistant
director of the bookstore at the University ofWisconsin-Green Bay.
David L. Mitchell, Del Mar, California,
is director of institute relations for the
Neuroscience Research Foundation in
San Diego.

Lawrence 1972
30th Reunion , June 2002

Charlotte S. Buchanan, Glenmont,
New York, in October 1999, lectured
on the American legal system at two
universities and a law institute in Tula,
Russia, ister city of Albany, New York.
Marjorie Norgaard Grier, Richmond,
Virginia, is director of corporate philanthropy for Dominion.
Edw ard U. and Martha Fizzell Lofstrom live in St. Louis Park, Minnesota.
Ted is a environmental consultant with
his own firm, the Natural Resource
Group, and Martha provides telecom and
call-center support for one of United
Health Group's specialty companies.
Lynn Goeldner Rompelman , Grafton,
is head of the psychology department
and chair of the social sciences at
Concordia University.
N ed Sahar, ew Berlin, is a Wisconsin
assistant attorney general in Madison.
Ellie Stein-Cowan, Dunbarton, New
Hampshire, is executive director of an
advocacy agency called Familystrength.

Lawrence 1973
30th Reunion , June 2002
Duke's Bones- Ellington's Great Trombones,

a book by Kurt Dietrich, profe sor of
music at Ripon College, has been named
one of the "favorite 50 jazz publications"
by Jazz Educators, a journal of the International Association of Jazz Educators.
Dietrich is now working on his second
book, a hi tory of the jazz trombone.
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Peter D. Russell , St. Louis, Misso uri,
is senior architect in the firm of Parsons,
Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas.

Lawrence 1976
25th Reunion , June 2001

Gary E. Kolker, Woodside, California,
is president and owner of ZC Partners
in San J ose.

Lawrence 1977
25th Reun i on , June 2002

Ruth Striegel Shaw, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, is the orchestra director
at J ackson M iddle Sc hool.
Eric W. Veazie, Darien, Illinois, is
systems and programming manager for
Key Bank.

Lawrence 1979
25th Reunion , June 2004

John A . and Teri Herbst Bill, Greendale, are certified financial planner and
office manager, respectively, for Manchester Investments. In 1999, Jo hn was
inducted into the St. J oseph H igh School
Athleti c Hall of Fame in Kenosha .
Ralph W . Bornhoeft, Green Oaks,
Illi nois, is accounting manager for the
Ronald]. Borden Company.
Danna Doyle, Los Angeles, California,
is a produ cer for the television series
"Touched by an Angel." She had her
fi rst solo wri ting credit on an episode in
October 1999 about migrant farmworkers.
Robert B. Loomis, Appleton, is an
attorney and partner in the Herding,
C lark Law Firm.
Todd A . Mahr, Onalaska, is a pediatric
allergist in a large, multispecialty clinic in
La Crosse.
Tom Meyer, Strongsville, Ohio, is a
market planner for Consolidated Natural
Gas and has started a part-time M .B.A.
program at Cleveland State University.
Catherine Andrea Preziasi, Baltimore,
has operated her picture-framing business, Frame Express, for eight years and
recently moved it to a new location.
Catherine has sung in the chorus of the
Baltimore Opera for 13 years.
Paul J. Schwab III, Lutherville, Maryland, is a partner in Azrael, Gunn &
Franz, LLP, in Baltimore.
Robert J. and Janet Steiner ('82)
Stev ens live in Suamico, where Rob is
a family physician associated with Aurora
Health Care.
Merrick E . Wells, Wauwatosa, is an
area sales manager, covering six states as
a sales representative for Panasonic.
Christine Manuel Zacher, Fort
Salonga, New York, is an elementary
and middle school band director in the
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Er rat u m In our spring issue, the caption for a photo from the August 22, 1998, wedding of Don
Jones, '95, and Katie Amelotte, '94, failed to identify several people. Lawrence Today regrets this error
and is pleased to provide the correct information, as follows: Front row: Ben Wubbles, '94, Pia Vachha,
'95, Cal Aurand, '95, Nate Volkman, '97, Allison Walter, '97, Alex Thoman, '95, Tom McKenzie, '95,
Alison Latimer, '97, and Sean Ehret, '95. Second row: Marty Hill, '92, Jerod Cottrill, '95, Elizabeth Pepper, '94, Dave Guritz, '93, the bride, the groom, Dave Schacht, '93, Jon Greene, '93, Julie Greene,
Andy ?fau, '93, and part of Susannah Michael Hill, '95. Third row: Andy Pearsons, '94, Sam Wehrs,
'94, Liz Alden Mahoney, '95, Kelly Ritland Davis, '94, Joanna de Plas, '94, Karen DeVries, '94, Leah
Salscheider, '94, Juliet Moffat, '95, Bill Zoellner, '93, part of Dave Diamond, '93. Back row: Jon
Mahony, '95, Derek Schumann, '95, Dave Eliot, '95, Jeff Davis, '94, Oguz Bardak, '94.
Northport-East Northport School
D istrict on Long Island.

Lawrence 1980
25th Reunion, June 2005

Karin Simonson Kopischk~ is a selfemployed costume designer in Chicago.
Michael and Elizabeth Shoem aker
('82) Kortenhof live in Portland, Oregon, w here he is manager for quality at
the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality and she is a part-time adnussions officer at Oregon Episcopal School.

Lawrence 1981
25th Reunion, 2006

Jane Berliss-Vincent, Pinole, California, is a computer-access specialist at the
Center for Accessible Technology in
Berkeley. In December she presented a
paper, "Generation I: Implications of
Aging-Related and Computer-Related
Causes of Disability for Computer Interface Design,"at a conference on "Promo ting Independence and Quality of
Life for O lder People with Disabilities."
Susan Schmidt Robertson, Minneapolis, Minnesota, i a children's book writer
and reviewer.
Helen Snook, Austin, Texas, is an
at-home mother.

Lawrence 1982
20th Reunion, June 2003

Luna de Velder Boswell, Lisle, Illinois,
is a senior physical therapist at North-

western Memorial Hospital.
Deborah J. Fabritz , West Bend, is
senior vice-president and a sociate
general counsel ofRobert W. Baired
and Company, Inc.
Amanda V. Hanson, Clarendon Hills,
Illinois, is administrative assistant to the
dean at Northern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
Linda Berger Hellmich, Northfield,
Minnesota, is a staff psychologist at
Carleton College, serving as coordinator
of sexual harassment/assa ult services.
Jolie Gluckman Lasaine, Wauconda,
Illinois, is an at-home mom for two sons
and active in local nwther's groups and
H adassah.
John A. Lawrence, Sterling, Illinois, is
president and chief executive officer of
Lawrence Industries, Inc.
Samuel G. Levin, Brookfield, Illinois,
is associated with the national law firm of
Hinshaw & Culbertson. He concentrates
his practice in state and federal civic
litigation.
Janet Macklin, Oshkosh, is an elementary classroom teacher at Washington
Elementary School in Neenah.
Beth H alloin McDonald, Virginia
Beach, Virginia, is wife, mother, and
shuttle driver. She also accompanies two
choirs at Hope Lutheran Church.
Jane t Place , Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is a continuing education pecialist
in the School of Public Health, U ni versity of North Carolina, and co-owner of
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Susan Long Hall, '76, is co-author, with Louisa C. Moats, of Straight

Talk About Reading: How Parents Can Make a Difference During
the Early Years (Contemporary Books). Hall, president of the Illinois

Straight
'falk \bout

branch of the International Dyslexia Association, writes from the perspective of a parent whose own child had difficulty learning to read.
Moats is a educational researcher, consultant, and writer who is project director for the District of Columbia site of the National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development's Early Interventions Project.
Straight Talk has been described by a reviewer as "a book that
should be read by all parents of children who are learning to read or
are having difficulty with reading and by educators of preschool and elementary students."
In a foreword, G. Reid Lyon, chief of the Child Development and Behavior Branch of the
National Institutes of Health, points out that "It is unusual that a book about reading written for parents can be informative, understandable, and true to the scientific basis for understanding reading. To my knowledge, this book is the first of its kind."
Among many other topics, the book discusses the language-phonetics reading wars
and compares the two techniques. The authors spell out ways to determine if a teacher is
using effective teaching practices and provide "benchmark lists" to see whether a child is
on track with reading. Also included are lists of warning signs of difficulty with reading and
lists of recommended books sorted by degree of difficulty, as well as suggestions on what
to look for in a reading tutor (and 12 questions to ask).
" It is a fabulous book and entirely perfect for the parent audience," says Shirley
Cramer, campaign coordinator for the Coordinated Campaign for Learning Disabilities. "So
many books are written with the professional expert in mind in our field, and it is thrilling
to see one written so clearly for parents."
Susan Hall, who conducts a consulting practice in business plans and shareholder value
analysis, also serves on the boards of a school for learning disabled children and a children's
museum and is a member of the Illinois Right to Read Initiative.
An Index to African American Spirituals for the Solo Voice (Greenwood Press) has been compiled by Kathleen A. Abromeit, '85, who

is conservatory public services librarian at the Oberlin College Conservatory of Music.
This is the first index of African American spirituals to be published in more than 50 years and is expected to be an important
research tool for scholars and students of African American history
and music.
Historically, the first collection of slave songs appeared in 1843,
without musical notation, in a series of three articles by a Methodist
missionary identified only as "c." Collections that included musical notation began appearing in the 1850s, and the earliest book-length collection of spirituals containing both lyrics
and music was published in 1867 as Slave Songs of the United States. Not since the 1930s,
with the publication of the Index to Negro Spirituals by the Cleveland Public Library, has an
index of spirituals been compiled.
The current volume is organized in four indexes - by title, by first line, by alternative
title, and by a topic index of 20 categories - and also includes a bibliography of indexed
sources.
Kathleen Abromeit is an active member of the Music Library Association and has written numerous reviews and articles for scholarly journals. LT

TODAY

a CD shop.
Tony Wong, Fremont, California, is
manager of re earch and development for
the Fujitsu Software Corporation.

Lawrence 1983
20th Reunion , June 2003

Lynn A. Freiberg, Milwaukee, i an
international account representative for
GE Marquette Medical Systems.
Darlene C. WaW, Friday Harbor,
Washington, is a park ranger/interpreter
in SanJuan Island National Historical
Park (http:/ / www.nps.gov/ sajh / ).

Lawrence 1984
20th Reun i on , June 2003

David J. Meulemans, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, is senior business analyst for
Shared Medical Systems Corporation.
Kurt Schwarzkopf, Minneapolis, Minnesota, is corporate co unsel for the St.
Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company.

Lawrence 1985
15th Reunion , June 2001

Curt W. Laumann, Tucson Arizona,
is an optical engineer for Etec Systems.

Lawrence 1986
15th Re u nion , June 2001

Claudia Adair Wilhite, Indianapolis,
Indi ana, i a cut Elower broker.

Lawrence 1987
1 5th Reunion , June 2001

Michal-Lynn E. Jakala, Chicago, works
as exhibits/ convention manager for
NTC/ Contemporary.
Jane B. Schneider, Madison, an
applicatio ns developer for Compuware
orporation, has qualified for the
designation Microsoft Certified Solution
Developer.

Lawrence 1988
1 5th Reunion , June 2004

Robert A. Pope, Long Beach, alifornia, is a senior geologist with Earth
Tech, working on ways to remove
chlorinated solvents fi·om drinking-water
aq uifers.

Lawrence 1989
15th Reunion , Ju ne 2004

Aaron A. Bloedorn, Springfield,
Virginia, i manager of the environmentalcompliance group at Designers &
Planners, Inc.
William A. Briesemeister, Appleton,
is a sale person for Gerry Davis Team
Sports and also serves as hitting coach for
the Lawrence baseball team.
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Lawrence 1991
10th Reunion, June 2001

Terry Dembroski, '96, and Kimberly Fukuda, '95, were married at Bjorklunden on June 26, 7999, with
the following Lawrentians in attendance (from left): Seated: Anne Coventry, '95,· William Birge, '95;
Joshua Szablewski, '94,· Gina Seegers Szablewski, '92; Heather Hill Dembroski, '93; Todd Dembroski,
'92. Standing: Jeffrey Kinziger, '96; Stephanie Sliwicki, '95; Max Norton, '94; Shane Walter, '95; Jason
Richards, '96, Garrett Smith, '94, Andy Behm, '96,· Beth Ravich Smith, '93,· President Richard Warch,·
the bride; the groom,· Melissa Menzel Grow, '94; Siiri Carver, '95; Kevin Kelly, '96.
Kirsten E . Ferguson, Doctor of Chiropractic, is observing the third anniversary
of her business, the Fern Creek Chiropractic Center, PSC, in Louisville, Kentucky.
Sean and M~rgaret Harrison Gilshannon
live in Seattle, Washington. Sean is business-development manager for
Prairielaw.com, and Margaret is director
of clinical-systems development for the
University ofWashington School of
Medicine.
Kari L. Hanson, South Beloit, Illinois,
is an environmental specialist with the
Illinoi Environmental Protection Agency.
Rebecca Gilbert Hills , Hummelstown,
Pennsylvania, is board-certified in internal medicine, having completed her
training in July 1999, and now is part
of a group practice in Harrisburg.
Gwen M. Hurd, Michigan City, Indiana, is a specialized program director at
Family and Community Services, Inc.
Alicia F. Lancaster, Evanston, Illinois,
is a BankOne personal banker who also
composes music and plays the piano.
Currently she is working with artists at
Willowcreek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois, on a play/ art
production similar to "The Full Color,"
a production she created in her senior
year at Lawrence.
Kathryn A. McCauley, Atlanta, Georgia,
is a senior manager with Deloitte &
Touche LLP.
D aniel McCully, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, is an intern architect with the
Colorado Architecture Partnership .
Troy J. M erryfi eld , Hampton , Virginia,
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is a personnel staff specialist at NASA's
Langley Research Center.
Patrick J. Moore , Chicago, Illinois, is a
cost analyst for Eli's Cheesecake Company.
Maureen Nelligan is a physician
(internist) in New York City.
Edith Newsome , Rockford, Illinois, is
an anesthesiologist with Rockford Anesthesiologists Associated.
Kelly McKane Raymond, Ellicott City,
Mmyland, is a project mm1ager-information
systems for T. Rowe Price.
Soozung Sa, Fond du Lac, is director of
youth and family ministries for Covenant
United Methodist Church.
Sandra J. Saltzstein, Whitefish Bay, is
human resources systems coordinator at
Marshall and Ilsley Corporation.
Dana J. Schaefer, Highlands Ranch,
Colorado, is assi tant to the executive
director of the Morris Anin1al Foundation.
Richard A. Strobel, Longmont, Colorado, works at the Humane Society of
Boulder Valley.
Jeanne Verrando , Needham, Massachusetts, is senior account executive and
production manager for the Benes Brand
Imaging Group.
David W alker, Kalispell, Montana,
has opened his own real estate office,
Premiere Real Estate Professionals.
Sam D. and Greta Hildebrandt Watson
live in Wauwatosa. He is a team leader
in the trust department at Firstar Bank
in Milwaukee.
Gretch en Witte, Pasadena, California,
is technology director for Heritage Oak
Private Education.

P aul W . Alex , Naperville, Illinois, is
a regional sales manager for Ameritech.
Scott P. B ender, White Bear Lake,
Minnesota, teaches science at Project
Re-Entry, a transitional middle school
for students with chronic behavior problems, and also works part-time at the
Science Museum of Minnesota.
Stephan A . Bossert, Minneapolis, is a
product manager for General Security
Services, Inc.
Sally Glasser Callahan, Bayside, New
York, is program officer for the German
Academic Exchange Service.
Elizabeth A . Cochrane, New York,
New York, is in promotions for the
Estt~e Lauder Companies.
Bliss P aul Cohen, Appleton, is a scientist
at Kimberly-Clark in Neenah.
Larry Dahlke is active in Chicago theatre,
including a role in Crime of the Century, a
play about the Richard Speck case . He
played - and got to meet - William J.
Martin, the prosecuting attorney. Larry's
TV debut, an episode of"It's a Miracle,"
was scheduled to air on the PAX. network this past spring.
Susan Duncan , Shorewood, is a technical writer for Catalyst International.
Drew Federick, Leesburg, Virginia, is
director of IT engineering systems for
Nextel Communications.
Joseph M . Graziano , Milwaukee, made
his debut with the Pine Mountain Music
Festival and Milwaukee Chamber Theatre
in 1999. He and his wife, Angela, spent
April and May 2000 at the Missouri Rep
in Kansas City performing in Terrence
McNally's Master Class. Joseph plans to
spend the summer in the Des Moines
Metro Opera's Young Artists program.
Kristi Hendrickson , Tacoma, Washington, received the Ph.D. in physics from
the University ofWashington in 1999
and now is on the physics facu lty at the
University ofPuget Sound.
Julia R . Hillbrick, Columbia, Missouri,
teaches percussion at the University of
Missouri. She toured Australia this past
winter with the UM Symphonic Wind
Ensemble.
Jennifer Hoffman-Jonas , Lawrence,
Kansas, is a registered nurse in labor
and delivery at St. Francis Hospital in
Topeka.
Christopher D. Hundhausen , Honolulu, Hawaii, received the Ph.D. in
computer and information science from
the University of Oregon in June 1999
and now is a postdoctoral researcher and
assistant professor at the University of
Hawaii.

ALUMNI

Cindy Hoffman, Chicago, is a candidate for the Master of Social Work
degree at Loyola University.
Jason A. Kerr, Toluca Lake, California,
is vice-president and divisional sales
manager for SunAmerica, In c.
Aaron M. Kittelson, Hudson, is lead
window installer for Renewal by Andersen.
Nick Kondelis, Glenview, Illinois, is a
prosecutor in the Cook Cou nty Attorney's office.
Damian LaCroix, Sobieski, is a high
school principal in Pulaski.
Christine Lemley, Soldiers Grove, has
completed her Peace Corps service in
the Philippines.
Jeffrey and Nathalie Miguel ('94)
Letourneau live in West Winsor, New
Jersey. He is a research scientist for
Pharmacopoeia, Inc., and she i a translation coordina tor for lnlingua.
Laura Main, Irving, Texas, is a technical
sales representative for Carl J eiss, Inc.
Anne Overheu, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, is a Montessori teacher for
grades two and three at Virginia Shuman
Young Elementary School.
Linda Goodhall Samuelson, Thief
River Falls, Minne ota, is director of
mu ic at Northland Communi ty Technical College .
Erica Langhus Sarahong, Shorewood,
is senior national technical recruiter for
Manpower Professionals, Inc., in Milwa ukee.
Amy Cooper Schumacher, Madison, is
a clinical instructor and pediatrician with
the University ofWisconsin hospital and
clinics.
Elizabeth J. Switzer, Rochester, New
York, is an assistant public defender. H er
partner, Greg Janssen, '90, is completing
a Ph.D. in philosophy at the University of
Rochester.
James R. "DuffY" Thomas II and
Kristin Morris Thomas live in Lowell,
Massachusetts. H e is packaged systems
and operations manager for H ope Air
ystems, and she teaches Spanish at
Chelmsford High School.
Laura A. Wake, Milwaukee, i associate
director of admissions for the Milwa ukee
Public Museum.
Jennifer J. Wood, Chicago, Illinois, is
selections manager for Garriso n Partners.

Lawrence 1992
1Oth Reunion, June 2002

Michele Mladejovsky Christiansen,
Salt Lake City, Utah, is an Assistant
United States Attorney in the criminal
division, prosecuting narcotics cases, .
violent crimes, and immigration offenses.
Marty Hill, Wheaton, Illinoi , is a
consulting actuary with Pricewaterhouse-

TODAY

Alice Randolph, '97, and James Andrew Mcleod Pattison, '97, were married in Kansas City on July 31,
1999. Wedding guests of the Lawrence persuasion included (front to back, left to right): the bride,· Lori
Hilt, '97; Mari Michalkiewicz, '97,· Jessica Josetti, '97; the groom,· Catherine Weinberg, '96, Sarah
Osheim, '96; John Kotarski, '96; Jay Stratton, '97; Mike Tryggestad, '97,· Jennifer Schuster Tryggestad,
' '97; Tim Miller, '97; Becky Wagenaar, '96; Eric Westphal, '96,· Kendra Nolte, '99,· Jonathan Howe, '96;
Matthew DeRuyter, '97; Sean Spencer, '96,· and Andrew Emley, '98. Not pictured: Kate Fritzsche, '98;
Barbara Bailey-Werner, '95; and Phil Rozak, '96.
Coopers in Chicago.
Brett Lane, Providence, Rhode Island,
is a program planning specialist for the
Brown University Education Alliance.
Tamara Lashbrook, Grand Junction,
Colorado, is the American Bar Association's program director for the former
Soviet Union.
Jay Roberts, Richmond, Indiana,
received the M.Ed. degree from the
University ofVirginia in 1999 and now
is director of wild erness programs at
Earlham College, managing a longstanding outdoor education program that
include academic course work, expeditionary field study, and technical skill
development.
Russell W. Scott, Appleton, is regional
customer service manager for Schneider
National in Green Bay.
Abby V. Vogen, Oconomowoc, is
program director of the Energy Center
of Wisconsin.

Lawrence 1993
10th Reunion, June 2003

Krista Tomter Fahey, Woodbury,
Minnesota, is food and beverage
manager at Oak Marsh Golf Course.
Michael S. Grant, Toluca Lake,
California, is director of production and
marketing for Moonstone Entertainment.
Jonathan Greene, Chicago, Illinois,
is client director at JWT Specialized
Communications.
Lili M. Kim, Buffalo, New York, is an
adj unct lecturer at the State University of

New York at Buffalo and a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Rochester. In
J anuary, Lili was an invited speaker at a
Center for Korean Studies Conference at
th e University of Hawaii, where she
delivered a paper, "How Koreans
Repealed T heir 'Enemy Alien' Statu :
Korean Americans' Identity, Culture,
and National Pride in Wartime Hawaii."
Peter and Laura Heuser Kimball are
in Milwaukee, where he is a judicial law
clerk at the Court of Appeals, and she
teaches biology at Pius XI High School.
Rebecca J. Letter, Madison, is pursuing
a degree in educational administration
and doing some substitute teaching.
Seth Lindenfelser, Northfield,
Minnesota, teaches science at Northfield
High School and coaches the girls
hockey team.
Celia Jan Lyke, Ea t Troy, lives on an
organic dairy farm and teaches third
grade at the Prairie Hill Waldorf School.
Ryan Randall, Madison, is inside sales
manager for Goliath Networks, Inc.
Kurt C. Ritz, San Bernardino, California, is a campus director for Campus
Crusade for C htist.
Ryan L. Tarpley, Pasadena, California,
assistant director of admissions at California Institute of Technology, is a new
member of the Lawrence University
Alumni Association Board of Directors.
Pat Williams, Murfreesboro, Tennessee,
is customer service manager for Ryder
Integrated Logistics.
Kurtiss G. Wolf, Denver, Colorado,
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translation of Aeschylus' The Orestiea, and
her costumes and masks appear in the
published translation by Peter M eineck.
She currently is working at the M cCarter
Theatre in Princeton, New J ersey, as first
hand in the costume shop.

Lawrence 1997
5th Reunion, June 2002

is a change management manager with
Andersen Consulting.

Lawrence 1994
10th Reunion, June 2004

Tracy Wheary Fournier, Racine,
is marketing service coordinator at
Tri-Clover, Inc., with job responsibilities
that include web design and development and trade show coordination.
Molly Mevis Hannan, Wauwatosa, is
employed by the Milwaukee County
Historical Society as education director
and publications editor, with responsibilities for public relations, marketing, and
volu nteer training.
Lauren Wetzel, New Berlin, is e-business analyst for Midwest Express Airlines.
Kim Wittenberg, Germantown, Maryland, i an Intramural Research Training
Award Fellow at the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism of the
National Institutes of Health.

Lawre.nce 1995
10th Reunion, June 2005

Chuck Chagas, Oak Park, California, is
manager of printer and peripheral products for LinkPoint International.
Dorothy Rodger Collins, Alexandria,
Virginia, is marketing coordinator for
FYI-For Your Information and also
coaches the Potomac Marlins wimming
team.
Amy Ortenberg Poffioli, Denver,
Colorado , received her J.D. degree
in 1998 from Case Western Reserve
Univer ity and now is a legal editor with
Shepards Legal Publi hing Company.
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Jamie Reeve, Shorewood, has been
named an officer at The Northern Trust
Company, C hicago. Employed by
Northern Trust since 1997, he is reponsible for private banking at the Milwaukee
office.
Paul C. Strehle, Chicago, Illinois, is a
trader for Goldman Sachs.

Lawrence 1996
5th Reunion, June 2002

Lisa A. Bingham, West Hollywood,
Califomia, is a curatmial intern at the J.
Paul Getty Museum and recently appeared
in the independent film Dead Pet.
Michael and Anna Schenderlein ('98)
Durand live in Danbury. Michael is
district manager for Ferrellgas, and Anna
is a homemaker.
Jennifer R. Needham, Englewood,
Colorado, is band director at Sagewood
Middle School.
Scott M. Sobota, Madison, is a psychiatric-care technician at the Mendota
Mental Health Institute.
Kristi N. Tabaj, Waipahu, Hawaii, is a
forestry-management specialist volunteer
with the Peace Corps, planning and
managing natural resources in a protected area of Honduras. She previously
vyorked for the U.S. Forest Service
in the Spring Mountains National
Recreation area near Las Vegas.
Elizabeth Zumfelde received the
Master of Fin e Arts degree in costume
design fi:om the University of South
Carolina in August 1999. While in graduate school, she designed costumes for
the world-premiere production of a new

Philip M. Antin, assistant pastor of
Evangel Chapel in Bridgewater, New
J ersey, was Commencement speaker at
Central Bible College in May 1999.
Benjamin C. Campbell, Wauwatosa, is
an artistic associate with the Milwaukee
Symphony Orchestra. Following gradu ati on he went to New York for an
internship with J azz at Lincoln Center
and Wynton Marsalis.
Kendra L. Culbertson, Minneapolis,
spent the 1998-99 aca demic year as an
English assistant in Amiens, France, and
now is in the Master of Arts program in
French and Italian at the University of
Minnesota.
Sarah Johnson, Wauwatosa, is completing her third year at the Medical College
of Wiscon in.
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Andrea Nichols Hoffman, State College, Pennsylvania, is director of development for Family Health Services, Inc.
Kristin Piszyk, Palatine, Illinois, is an
assistant manager for Rand McNally.
Shane T. Sawall, Appleton, is a registered
representative of Northwestern Mutual
Life and Robert A. Baird Securities.
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Leah R. Anderson, Tucker, Georgia,
is a graduate student in neuroscience at
Emory University.
Jessica Holden, Portland, Oregon, is a
family advocate w ith the Community
Action Organization-Head Start.
Brad W. Searl, Appleton, is field project
coordinator for Office Technology, Inc.
Karen Houchens Sise, Easthampton ,
Massachusetts, is first-assistant engineer
with SoundStream Media Services.

Births and Adoptions
1980s
Ann Matthews Schneider, '81, and
Matthew, a son, Jo hu a Mark, May 1999
Beth Halloin McDonald, '82, and
Bruce, a son, Jack
Ray Ramsey, '88, and April, a son,
Miles Ellison, February 11, 2000

ALUMNI

Aaron Bloedorn, '89, and Sarah, a
daughter, Rachel, December 14, 1999
Eric Bloedorn, '89, and June, a daughter, Claire, January 20, 2000
Margaret Harrison Gilshannon, '89,
and Sean, a daughter, Emma Sydney,
January 29, 1999
Sonja Hanson Holzman, '89, and
Alan, a son, Luke Alan, September 1,
1999
Kelly McKane Raynard, '89, and
Giles, a daughter, Melody, September 19,
1999

1990s
Thomas J. Doyle, '90, and Laura E.
Pereira, '90, a son, Samuel, September
11, 1999
Joseph Graziano, '91, and Angela, a
daughter, Maria Divina Victoria
Tawania Gunderson Mitchell, '91,
and J eff, a daughter, Madelyn, May 31,
1999
Kelly Wickham Nelson, '91, and
David, a daughter, Rachel Elizabeth,
October 18, 1999
Patrick Wagner, '91, and Patricia
Bortz Wagner, '91, a son, Timothy
Emerson, January 19, 2000
Mike ('92) and Arissa Schneider ('93)
Emory, a son, Benjamin Ethan, April 8,
2000
Christopher Serra, '92, and Alice
Young Serra, '92, a son, Joseph,
November 24, 1999
Carissa Balgemann Tyo, '93, and
Matthew, a daughter, Bailey Jordan,
January 8, 2000
David Braden, '93, and Sara, a son,
Paul, December 4, 1999

2000s
Melissa Plautz-Fife, '01, and James, a
son, Hero, July 13, 1999

Marriages
Lawrence Today will accept for publication
photographs if alunmi 111eddings in which a
sizable group if Lawrence participants appears
and the individuals are identified by name and
class year. Pub/icatio11 of wedding photos is
subject to the availability if space and to the
quality of the photograph. Photographs llli/1 be
returned upon request.

1930s
Genevieve Gamsky Vollmer, '38, and
Edward Wettengel, '40, January 19,
2000

1950s
Nona Roesler, M-D '59, and William
D. Kyle, Jr., December 28, 1999

TODAY

1980s

1940s

Darlene C. Wahl, '83, and Kenneth
Arzarian, May 1, 1999
Mary Hosbein, '85, and Craig Powers,
March 6, 1999

Florence Johnson Crawford, '40,
Williamsville, New York, May 12, 1999.
Survivors include her husband, John
Crawford, '39 .
Margaret M. Mullen, C '42, Warren,
Michigan, August 14, 1999
Dorothy Rodgers Mitchell, M-D '43,
Mequon, December 2, 1999
Carol Kirk Ubbelohde, M-D '43,
Normal, Illinois, no date given
Jean Haglund Vanderscoff, '44, South
Hadley, Massachusetts, February 8, 2000.
Survivors include her husband, John M.
Vanderscoff
June Mack Roon, '47, Elmhurst,
Illinois, February 11, 2000. Survivors
include her husband, Glenn A. Roon, Sr.

1990s
Maria Datch, '92, and Peter Voth, May
1, 1999
Andrew Ager, '93, and Laura Braunstein, July 10,1999
Heidi Alexander Cooper, '93, and
Glenn Hawkins, October 9, 1999
Karl Grill, '93, and Yoriko Morita,
'93, October 1, 1999
James O'Brien, '93, and Jan Peterson,
October 9, 1999
Tracy Wheary, '94, and James
Fournier, November 13, 1999
Mark Fermin, '96, and Rhonda,
May 29, 1999
Phillip Antin, '97, and Kathryn Liebe,
June 26, 1999
J. Andrew Pattison, '97, and Alice
Randolph, '97, July 31, 1999
Paul Sise, '97, and Karen Houchens,
'99, September 23, 1999
Andrea G. Nichols, '99, and William
Hoffman, November 27, 1999

Deaths

1920s
James L. C. Ford, '28, Carbondale,
Illinois, December 31, 1999. Survivors
include his wife, Elsa Grimmer Ford, '28.
Myron A. Kittleson, '29, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, February 1997. Survivors
include his wife, Clara Kittleson.

1930s
Henrietta Holz Medlen, '31, Racine,
no date given
Audrey Woracheck Glandt, '32,
Kaukauna, January 26, 2000
Clement G. Steidl, '32, Nashua, New
Hampshire, November 1999. Survivors
include his brother, Lawrence C. Steidl,
c '36.
Thelma Denniston Lambert, M-D
'33, Monterey, California, no date given.
Survivors include her husband, Valdemar
G. Lambert, and sister, Julia Denniston
Brace, M-D '40.
Harmony Weissbach, M-D '36,
Cedarburg, January 2000
Jeanette Mitchell Geraci, M-D '38,
Chicago, no date given
Stephen C. Mason, '38, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, October 23, 1999
Marjorie Murdoch Pearman, '39,
Bumsville, Minnesota, September 15, 1999

1950s
Ruel F. Falk, '50, Madison, J anuary 3,
2000
Inez Deschler Nichols, '50, Sierra
Vista, Atizona, November 30, 1999.
Survivors include her sister, Lois
Deschler Krueger, '50.
Wendell E. Voight, '50, Atlanta,
Georgia, January 23, 2000
Jack Cosgrove, '51, Phoenix, Arizona,
Februaty 29, 2000. Survivors include his
wife, Agnes Cosgrove.
Mary Olsen Brunson, '53, Loveland,
Colorado, October 16, 1999. Survivors
include her husband, George Brunson.
Beverly Baxman Baker, C '55, Indianapolis, Indjana, February 14, 2000.
Survivors include her husband, Andrew
E. Baker.
Janice Beatty Lawrence, '55, Ypsilanti,
Michigan, December 30, 1999. Survivors
include her husband, Edward Lawrence.
John L. Gundlach, '56, Neenah,
February 9, 2000
Albert L. "Bud" Soulek, Jr., '56,
Green Bay, October 9, 1999

1980s
Seth H. Feinstein, '80, Los Angeles,
California, Januaty 2, 2000. Survivors
include his mother, Barbara Feinstein.

2000
Chetaki Karki, '00, in Nepal, January
2000. Survivors include her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Yubaraj S. Karki.

Friend of the College
Jack A. Torresani, Wausau, November
1999. Survivors include a daughter,
Cathtyn Torresani Geppert, '82, and
son-in-law, Jeffrey Geppert, '86.
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A day at the beach for some (fully dressed) members of the Milwaukee-Downer College faculty and staff circa 1926-30. From left, they are: Pat Sternberg,
Miss Harmon, Miss Hadley, President Lucia R. Briggs, an individual as yet unidentified, Miss Easton, and [according to our archival source] "two recumbent
bodies not identifiable. "
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Summer

2000

Matthias Goerne baritone
with Eric Schneider piano
Friday, October 13
8:00 p.m.

M idori violin
with Robert McDonald piano
Friday, January 12
8:00 p.m.

Vermeer String Quartet
Friday, April 27
8:00 p.m.

NEXUS percussion ensemble
Friday, May 18
8:00 p.m.

Dave Holland bass
with the Lawrence University
Jazz Ensemble

ri ay,
ovember 10
7:30 p.m.

Nancy Ki'ng jazz vocalist
with Steve Christofferson piano;
Janet Planet jazz vocalist;
John Harmon piano;
and the Lawrence University Jazz Singers

Saturday, November 11
7:30 p.m.

Brad Mehldau piano
Sa urday, February 17
8:00 p.m.

Roy Hargrove trumpet
S turda , March 17
8:00 p.m.

Making a ,difference:
a teacher's gift
After years of financial sacrifice by her fanlily
had made it possible for her to attend college,
Mildred L. Schroeder left Milwaukee-Downer
College in 1932 and made a difference in the
world. She devoted her life to teaclung and
spent many years in the classroom before serving as an elementary principal in the
Milwaukee Public School System. Miss
Schroeder also was an active volunteer in
several organizations, including the National
Education
Association,
the
American
Association of University Women, and the
International Association for Childhood
Education. Education and the nurturing of
young people were extremely important to her
- and she expressly desired to make scholarships available to young women requiring
financial assistance and thus to perpetuate the
heritage of Milwaukee-Downer College for
future generations.
In 1996, Miss Schroeder provided Lawrence
University with the initial gift to establish a
permanent endowed scholarship fund that was
crafted to support deserving women students
from the Milwaukee region who show academic promise. This scholar hip fund was further enhanced with a bequest provision in 1999 that
will enable Lawrence to carry forward her legacy with the nanling of multiple scholarship recipients each year. In this fashion, the Mildred L. Schroeder Scholarship Endowment will perpetuate her love of learning and the traditions of her first alma mater, Milwaukee-Downer College.
Thank you, Miss Schroeder.
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